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On the morning of the 4th November 1918, enemy machine gun fire from the front and flank was holding up the ad-
vance of the front line. Rifleman  Norman Coop, 3rd Battalion, NZ Rifle Brigade who was No1 of a Lewis gun team, 
disregarding his own safety worked forward in to the open to draw fire of the guns and disclosed thier position. This 
enabled Rifleman Pederson who was his number 2 of the Lewis gun team to bring his gun into action and disable the 
enemy guns. Rifleman Coop showed fearless bravery and his actions saved many casualties and enabled the successfull 
advance.  His courage greatly inspired his men and for this act he was awarded the Military Medal.  In an exert from 
his diary he recounts how “they did a little ratting the dead and took a nice Luger pistol from a Fritz whom had no 
further use for it...” This capture pistol is an important piece of New Zealand’s military history from one of our greatest 

victories and will be sold 100 years to the day it was captured.
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CATALOGUE 56

Lots can also be viewed prior to the auction at our retail 
premesis located at SAI Guns & Ammo - 553 Great South 

Road Penrose. Auckland

1 - FOUR GUN BOOKS 
Four general gun books. Encyclopedia of Pistols and Re-
volvers, Handguns, Guns Recognition Guide and Famous 
Guns From The Smithsonium. GC 

2 - TWO GUN BOOKS 
Complete Collectors Guide to Guns of the World plus Mili-
tary Firearms - 4th Edition. GC 

3 - AMMO BOXES 
Eight assorted 50R handgun plastic ammo boxes. GC 

4 - TEN HOLSTERS 
Bag lot containing ten assorted leather and nylon pistol/re-
volver holsters. 

5 - US VIETNAM HELMET 
Vietnam era helmet with fibreglass liner. Broken strap, US 
flag on the front. Liner labelled Steinberg Bros INC. FC 

6 - WWII BINOCULARS 
Pair of British Military issue 1942 dated Kershaw No2MKII 
Binoculars. GC 

7 - S&W SPEEDLOADERS AND GRIP 
Bag lot containing four model 27 speedloaders and Pach-
mayr square butt rubber grip. ExC 

8 - S&W 357 SPEEDLOADERS AND BRASS 
Bag lot containing six 586/686 speedloaders, Hogue rubber 
grip and approx 97R of primed .357 brass. ExC 

9 - S&W SPEEDLOADERS 
Bag lot containing four model 57 and one model 25 speed-
loaders with N frame Pachmayr rubber grip. ExC 

10 - PISTOL HOLSTERS LOT
Bag lot containing assorted auto pistol leather holsters and 
mag pouches. Galco, Hellweg, Magnum leather brands. ExC 

11 - TRENCH ART ETC 
WWII Commonwealth 2 ½” shell turned into ash tray with 
rolled edge and marked NO12 II 1942 etc, plus an empty 
shell marked SV&M which measures 1 ¾” accross the base. 
F-GC NLR 

12 - GERMAN ARTILLERY SHELL 
Scarce WWI German brass artillery shell. Measures 3 x 9” 
long. Marked Marz HL St 56 1917. ExC NLR 

13 - RG42 HAND GRENADE 
Post WWII RG42 inert practice hand grenade. Near all dark 
brown paint with white band. Embossed 21 inside oval arse-
nal marking. The handle marked 06-87 UZRGM 354. ExC 
NLR 

14 - F1 HAND GRENADE 
Soviet/Communist block inert F1 hand grenade. Near all 
dark green paint and marked on the base V4/68 T2/51 and 
the handle marked 19/71 UZRGM frv. ExC 

15 - RIFLE GRENADE 
Polish inert CGN rifle practice grenade marked 28-3-69 S15. 
VGC 

16 - SMLE NO4 RIFLE 
NZ Military marked Lee Enfield. 25”.303 cal barrel with 
original sights. The receiver marked US Property S No 
4MKI* (Savage Lend lease). The wrist is NZ marked and 
double numbered. VGC original woodwork with alloy butt 
plate and complete with original sling. VGWO&C ALR 

17 - SMLE NO4 RIFLE  
British Military WWII Lee Enfield. 25”.303 cal barrel with 
original sights. The receiver is marked NO4 MKI* LONG 
BRANCH 1942 bolt and receiver are matching number. 
Metalwork retains near all parkerised ExC original beech or 
birch wood stock with alloy butt plate and complete with 
sling. ExWO&C ALR 

18 - 1912 SMLE RIFLE  
Early pre WWI British Military Lee Enfield rifle. 25”.303 
cal barrel with original sights. The wrist marked Crown/
GR BSA Co 1912 SHT L.E III the gun has been Military 
refurbished and renumbered with new bolt etc. Metalwork 
has dark patina. Woodwork with many handling marks and 
ordnance marks. GWO&C ALR 

19 - JUNGLE CARBINE 
British Military NO5 Lee Enfield carbine. 20” .303 cal barrel 
with original flash hider, sights and bayonet lug. The receiver 
marked NO5 MKI and the wrist 1945. Metalwork with dark 
grey thin patina. VGC woodwork. GWO&C ALR 

20 - SMLE NO1 MK III RIFLE 
WWII Australian Lee Enfield rifle. 25” .303 cal barrel with 
original sights, the chamber is ordnance marked and FTR. 
The wrist is marked MA LITHGOW SMLE III* 1941 & 
MA55. Metalwork with most overall finish. VGC woodwork 
complete with swivels. VGWO&C ALR 

21 - THREE SMLE MAGAZINES 
Two 10 shot Lee Enfield No4 magazines plus a shortened 
aprox 5R GC 

22 - SMLE SLINGS AND SPIKE BAYONET 
Bag lot containing three SMLE slings and a spike bayonet. 
VGC 

23 - 303 ARMOURERS TOOL 
SMLE armourers steel handled bolt tool. GC 

24 - MARTINI OIL BOTTLE 
Original British Martini Henry brass oil bottle. Nice aged 
patina VGC 

25 - MARTINI HENRY TOOL 
Original British combination multi tool for the Martini Hen-
ry rifle. VGC 

26 - SMLE GRENADE DISCHARGER 
A British Military cup discharger for the NO36 grenade. Par-
tial knurled finish and marked S&B, most black paint finish. 
VGC 

27 - ARISAKA TYPE 38 RIFLE 
Imperial Japanese WWII rifle. 32” 6.5 cal barrel with origi-
nal sights. The chamber with Chrysanthemum and Type 38 
markings. The receiver is missing the dust cover and has To-
kyo arsenal mark. Metalwork has most overall original finish 
with some staining. VGC original woodwork complete with 
swivels. VGWO&C ALR 

28 -  NAGANT RIFLE 
Soviet WWII Mosin Nagant M91/30 rifle. 29” 7.62x54R cal 
barrel with original sights. Chamber is marked with Soviet 
hammer and sickle, 1943 date and Izhevsk arsenal mark. 
Metalwork has near all arsenal blued finish. VGC woodwork 
with some chipping to the varnish. Complete with sling. 
VGWO&C ALR 

29 - CHILEAN 1912/61 MAUSER RIFLE 
Austrian Steyr model 1912 contract rifle for the Chilean Mil-
itary. 24 ½”.308 cal barrel (converted by the Chilean Mili-
tary) with original sights. The chamber with National crest 
and marked MODELO 1912-61 NATO and Steyr markings 
on the rail. Metalwork has grey/white patina. GC woodwork 
with original sling. GWO&C ALR 

30 - CZECH K98 RIFLE 
Post war bolt action .308 cal rifle. 22”cal barrel with original 
sights. The receiver has been fitted with scope rings and has 
7.62, Lion Crest and BRNO markings. Most likely Isreali 
Military contract. Metalwork has most overall blue. VGC 
wooden stock also marked 7-62. GWO&C ALR 
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31 - TURKISH MAUSER RIFLE 
Turkish Military model 1903 bolt action rifle. 29” 8mm 
cal barrel with original sights. The chamber marked with 
Turkish Crest and Aakara Arsenal mark with 1943 date for 
refurbishment and conversion to 8mm. Metalwork with 
most overall thinning blue finish. VGC original woodwork 
with handling marks and dings as these saw service in many 
wars. VGWO&C ALR 

32 - 1917 LUGER PISTOL 
Imperial German WWI Enfurt P08 Pistol. 4” 9mm cal barrel 
with original sights and serial number. The chamber dated 
1917 and ordnance proofed. The toggle marked with the Er-
furt logo. Metalwork retains near all original blue and traces 
of straw colours with holster wear to the sideplate. VGC 
original grips all numbers except the correct type magazine 
are matching. Includes its original 1917 dated black leather 
holster with an extra magazine. VGWO&C B/CLR 

33 - ROTH STEYR PISTOL
Austro-Hungarian Cavalry model 1907 pistol. 5” 8mm cal 
barrel with original sights and is marked FEGYVERGYAR 
BUDAPEST. Metalwork with most overall thinning blue. 
VGC original checkered grips with 17R 56 Unit marking. 
One of the nicest examples we have seen. ExWO&C B/CLR 

34 - SAUER M1913 PISTOL  
A WWI Imperial German unit marked Officers pistol. 3 ¼” 
.32acp cal barrel, the slide with original sights and marked 
J.P SAUER & SOHN SUHL PATENT CAL 7.65. The frame 
with German commercial proofs and the grip strap marked 
J.R 94 .MG. for German Machine Gun Crew. Metalwork has 
near all original blue and showing holster wear to the edges. 
ExC original hard rubber S&S logo grips. Complete with its 
original pebble grain brown leather holster. ExWO&C CLR 

35 - MAUSER M1910 PISTOL
3 ½” .32acp cal barrel, slide with original sights and Impe-
rial Crown/N & U proof marks and Oberndorf address and 
serial number matching on the frame. Metalwork has blue 
finish, thinning to grey patina in areas. GC original wooden 
grips. GWO&C CLR 

36 - WEBLEY MKVI REVOLVER
British Military WWI revolver. 6”.455 cal barrel with ord-
nance marks etc. Frame with Webley patent 1917 date and 
sold out of service marks. Metalwork with dark patina and 
traces of finish. GC original grips with lanyard ring. G-
VGWO&C B/CLR 

37 - ROTH STEYR CLIP AND AMMO 
A very rare 10R stripper clip for the 1907 pistol plus 8R of 
ammo. VGC ALR 

38 - 455 BRASS 
Approx 100 new unprimed Hornady brand .455 MKII brass 
cases. 

39 - PISTOL LANYARD 
Original British Military olive green braided cord lanyard 
with one fixed knot and one sliding. ExC 

40 - WWI CALDWELL MAP 
A rare NZ Military original linen WWI map for Northern 
France. The map is in 1:20.00 scale (measures 86x52cm) 
and covers an area from Quent to Ribecourt. The map is 
dated 3-1-18 and shows allied and enemy trenches as well 
as hand written pencil notations. The back of the map is also 
marked in hand Bourdon Wood Caldwell. The vendor who 
has since passed away told the auctioneer that he obtained 
the map from NZ Flying Ace Major Keith Caldwell in the 
1970s. This map is an important piece of NZ Military his-
tory and a unique opportunity. VGC 

41 - ZILLEBEKE WWI MAP 
A rare linen WWI NZ Military Trench map for the Zillebeke 
area of Ypres Belgium. The 1:10,000 scale map is entitled 
sheets 28 N.W.4 and N.E.3 (parts of) Edition 6A as well 
as trenches corrected to 30-6-17. Measures 90x60cm and 
shows enemy and allied trenches in red and blue. VGC 

42 - ZONNEBEKE MAP 
A rare WWI NZ Military trench map of Zonnebeke and Pass-
chendaele areas of  West Flanders Belgium. The 1:10000 
scale map is entitled 2 N.E 1 Edition 7.A and trenches cor-
rected to 8-9-17. The map also has hand drawn corrections 
dated October 4th. VGC 

43 - TWO WWI BATTLE MAPS 
Two rare original NZ Military large 1:250,000 scale Ger-
man order of Battle maps. The first is entitled Serial No39 
German Order of Battle 21.10.18 and (1) Northern Area. 
The second serial No58 Germanb Order of Battle 13.10.18 
(2A) Southern Area. Both are colour and show break down 
of German Armies and Divisions accross the line with 
a hand written amendment with the same date. Measure 
57.5x50.5cm each and both have pencil markings on the 
back. One is marked GHQ 21/10/18 NZ and the other NZ. 
VGC 

44 - WWI GERMAN HELMET 
Imperial German Army model 1916 steel helmet with multi 
coloured camaflauge. Original leather liner and chin strap. 
The inside edge near the strap is marked S1.66. VGC 

45 - IRON CROSS 
WWI Imperial German 2nd class Iron Cross. Marked Crown 
W 1914 and the back with Crown/FW oak leaves and 1813, 
complete with ribbon. VGC 

46 - IRON CROSS 
WWI Second Class Iron Cross similar to previous lot. VGC 

47 - M2 CARBINE 
Rare WWII US Military M2 select fire carbine, circa 1945. 
18” .30 M1 carbine barrel with original sights and bayonet 
lug and marked INLAND MFG. DIV GENERAL MOTORS 
7-45. The chamber is marked US CARBINE CAL .30 M2 
(NOT OVERSTAMPED). The receiver with correct adjust-
able sight and selector switch is marked INLAND DIV and 
serial number in the 7 million range. Metalwork with near 
all original finish. ExC original woodwork complete with 
sling, oiler and 30 shot magazine. ExWO&C CLR 

48 - THOMPSON 1928A1 S.M.G 
US WWII period Submachine gun. 10” .45acp cal fluted 
barrel fitted with Cutts compensator. The receiver with 
Lyman adjustable sight and marked US MODEL 1928A1 
and Auto Ordnance prefix as well as all other Thompson 
markings, patent information and WP inspectors mark. Met-
alwork has near all parkerised re finish. VGC original butt 
stock with British Military sling swivel conversion to the 
top of the stock. Fitted with reproduction forward pistol grip 
but also includes the original horizontal forend. Includes its 
post war auto ordnance 50R L drum and also includes a 30R 
stick magazine. ExWO&C CLR 

49 - MP40 S.M.G
A very nice example of an early WWII German MP40 sub-
machine gun. 10” 9mm cal barrel with original end nut, 
sight and strengthening rib. The receiver is code marked 
660 for Steyr Daimler and 40 for 1940 production with 
early three digit serial number in the two hundred range. 
The magazine well is the correct early non ribbed type. The 
cocking handle has been correctly changed by the German 
Military to the revised locking type. The gun and barrel are 
correctly WaA623 Waffen-amt marked and all serial num-
bers are matching! Metalwork retains nearly all original 
blue finish turning grey in areas. ExC original brown Ba-
kelite stock and grip with steel underfolding unit marked 
(1GK ST 0034) stock. Includes its original 32R magazine. 
This is one of the best MP40s we have had for sale and hard 
to find better. ExWO&C CLR Est $6500-$8000

50 - MK5 STEN GUN  
WWII British SMG. 7 ½” 9mm cal barrel with original 
sights and bayonet lug. The magazine well is marked M/78 
and serial number on top and the underside STEN MKV. 
The receiver has ordnance marks above the grip. Metalwork 
with near all Miltary finish. GC original wooden butt stock 
and grip with handling dings. VGWO&C CLR 
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51 - FOUR THOMPSON MAGAZINES 
Four 30R WWII Thompson 45acp cal magazines. Near all 
original blue finish. ExC 

52 - MP40 SLING 
Original WWII black leather sling for the MP40. Stamped 
M1941 and Waffen amp WaA204 under Army eagle. Shows 
good age and wear. VGC 

53 - STEN PISTOL GRIP 
New made wooden fore grip for the MK5 Sten as used by 
British paratroopers. ExC 

54 - STEN PISTOL GRIP 
No1 MKI steel rear pistol grip for the MK2 Silent Sten (see 
page 111 of Laidlers book) broad arrow marked and near 
all finish. ExC 

55 - KRICO M600 RILFE 
German bolt action sporting rifle. 24”.222 cal barrel without 
sights. The twin set trigger action with Krico West German 
address and fitted with swing off mount with 6x42 Lisenfeld 
scope. Metalwork with near all blued finish. VGC wood-
work with swivels and includes its detachable box maga-
zine. VGWO&C ALR 

56 - BRNO HORNET RIFLE 
Czech single shot ZBK110 break action rifle. 24”.22 Hor-
net cal barrel with original foresight and swivel eye. The 
receiver with scope base and 4x32 scope. Metalwork with 
near all original finish. VGC original woodwork with small 
professional repair at the base of the butt plate, otherwise 
ExWO&C ALR 

57 - CZ550 LUX RIFLE 
Czech bolt action sporting rifle. 24” 6.5x55 cal barrel 
threaded for suppressor. The front sight has been removed 
but is included with the gun and the rear is fitted. The re-
ceiver is fitted with Bushnell Trophy 4-12x40 AO scope. 
Metalwork with near all blued finish. ExC walnut stock. 
ExWO&C ALR 

58 - WINCHESTER MODEL 70 RIFLE 
A very nice example of a US model 70 Featherweight rifle. 
22” .22-250 cal barrel. The action is fitted with a Leupold 
VX-1 3-9x40 scope. Barrel is threaded with near all original 
blue. The stock is in ExC with checkered and engraved wal-
nut. ExWO&C ALR 

59 - WEATHERBY .22 RIFLE 
A very nice Mark XXII bolt action rifle made in Germany 
by Anschutz for Weatherby. 22” .22lr cal barrel. The receiv-
er is fitted with a Leupold VX-1 3-9x40 scope. The met-
alwork retains all original ExC blue. Woodwork is in fine 
condition with a gloss finish checkered walnut. Includes 5 
shot magazine. ExWO&C ALR 

60 - VOERE 22 RIFLE 
Vintage German bolt action rifle, circa 1972. 21” .22lr barrel 
with original sights and action grooved for scope and with 
5R box magazine. Metalwork retains near all blue. ExC 
woodwork with a few scratches. ExWO&C ALR 

61 - KRICO 22 RIFLE 
Vintage German, circa 1972, bolt action rifle. 22”.22lr cal 
barrel with original sights, the front 16”of the barrel has 
been refinished with a heat paint type finish. The action with 
integral scope groove, has near all blued finish. ExC wood-
work and includes its 5 shot box magazine. VGWO&C ALR 

62 - ANSCHUTZ 22 RIFLE 
German model 1441/42 bolt action rifle. 21” 22lr cal bar-
rel includes original hooded foresight but missing rear 
dovetail sight. Receiver is fitted with a Nikko Cadet 4x28 
scope. Metalwork retains most original blue with some fine 
scratching towards the muzzle. Woodwork has some light 
scratching and handling marks. Rifle comes with original 5 
shot magazine. VGWO&C ALR 

63 - COLT NAVY BOOK 
51 Colt Navies by Swayze. This classic long out of print 
book is a must for the Colt percussion collector. 1st edition 
signed by the author. Hard cover, large format, B&W photos 
and 240 pages. ExC 

64 - COLT BOOK 
Colt Firearms from 1836 by Serven. This must have Colt 
book is the 7th edition (1972). Hard cover, large format, 
B&W photos and 395 pages. Long out of print. VGC 

65 - COLT HAMMERLESS BOOK 
The Colt Pocket Hammerless Automatic Pistol by Brunner. 
Hard cover, large format, B&W photos and 224 pages. Ex-
cellent reference book covering the .25, .32 and 380 pistols. 
ExC 

66 - OFFICERS PISTOL BOOK 
The Colt US General Officers Pistol by Greeley. Hard cover, 
large format, B&W photos and 200 pages. ExC 

67 - WINCHESTER BOOK 
Winchester - The Gun That Won The West by Williamson, 
1952 1st edition. Hard cover, large format, B&W photos and 
490 pages. ExC 

68 - COLT LAWMAN REVOLVER
Rare first year of production vintage Colt Mark III Law-
man double action revolver, circa 1969. 4” .357 Magnum 
caliber barrel marked Colt etc LAWMAN MK III 357 
MAGNUM CTG. Metalwork is in ExC retaining nearly all 
original bright blue finish with only very slight drag marks. 
The hammer has bright original case colours. ExC original 
walnut medallion grips. Contained in its original wood grain 
cardboard box. Top example for the Colt collector and hard 
to find better. ExWO&C B/CLR 

69 - COLT OFFICERS REVOLVER
US double action revolver, circa 1940. 6”.32 Colt caliber 
barrel with factory target sights. Marked with Hartford ad-
dress and patent information as well as COLT OFFICERS 
MODEL 32 HEAVY BARREL. Metalwork retains near all 
original bright blue thinning at the muzzle. VGC original 
checkered walnut medalion grips. Missing the firing pin, 
otherwise ExC B/CLR 

70 - S&W MODEL 63 REVOLVER 
US J frame double action revolver. 4” .22lr cal barrel with 
adjustable sights. Stainless steel metalwork in VGC. ExC 
original wood grips. ExWO&C B/CLR 

71 - SAUER REVOLVER 
Sauer & Sohn service model double action revolver. 6”.22lr 
cal barrel with adjustable sights. Metalwork retains near all 
original blue and ExC rubber grip. ExWO&C B/CLR 

72 - SIG SP2022 PISTOL 
Sig Sauer semi auto pistol. 4 ¼” 9mm cal barrel threaded 
for silencer. The slide with Trijikon Tritium sights and Sig 
Sauer markings. The Polymer frame with tac rail marked 
Made in Germany and has high quality CrimsonTrace laser 
grips. Metalwork has near all original finish. Includes its 
original case with its 3 ¾” barrel and four extra magazines. 
ExWO&C B/CLR 

73 - COLT AR15 RIFLE
Colt model SP1 AR15, circa early 1980s. 20” .223 cal barrel 
with original flash hider, sights and bayonet lug. The receiv-
er with original Colt 3x20 scope and is marked Colt AR15 
MODEL SP1 etc. Metalwork has most overall original park-
erised finish and the front section of the barrel has some 
loss of finish and pitting but internally is very good. ExC 
original synthetic furniture with triangular forend. Includeds 
its original 20R magazine. An increasingly collectable rifle. 
VGWO&C ELR 
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74 - COLT AR15A2 CARBINE 
Vintage, circa 1980s, Sporter II model AR15 carbine. 18” 
.223 cal barrel with original sight, bayonet lug and flash 
hider. The receiver with Colt markings and fitted with orig-
inal Colt 4 power scope. Metalwork has near all original 
parkerised finish. VGC synthetic furniture with telescopic 
butt stock. Includes its 30 shot magazine and original sling. 
VGWO&C ELR 

75 - ARMALITE AR180 RIFLE 
Sterling England manufactured semi auto rifle. 18” 5-56mm 
cal barrel with original flashhider, sights and bayonet lug. 
The receiver marked Armalite AR-180 with Costa Mesa 
address and sterling manufacture logo. Metalwork retains 
near all original finish. VGC original synthetic furniture 
with some scratching. Includes its 30 shot magazine. A nice 
original example. ExWO&C ELR 

76 - STG 58 RIFLE 
Austrian semi automatic rifle. 22” .308 barrel including the 
original flash hider and sights. The receiver marked STG58 
STEYR DAIMLER etc. Metalwork retains near all parker-
ised finish. VGC original steel forend with integral bipod 
with some loss of finish to the underside. ExC original 
synthetic stock and carry handle. Complete with its 20 shot 
magazine. VG-ExWO&C ELR 

77 - STG58 MAGAZINE 
Twenty shot magazine for the previous lot and also fits FN-
FAL and G1. Parkerised finish with counting holes in the 
spine. ExC 

78 - M16 MAGS 
Bag lot containing two M16/AR15 5.56 cal 20R magazines. 
Colt industries brand in aluminium grey. ExC 

79 - TRILUX SIGHT 
A Trilux sight and dust cover mount for the L1A1 rifle. 
Broad arrow marked as well as SIGHT UNIT INFANTRY 
TRILUX L2A2 etc. As usual Tritium has expired otherwise 
ExWO&C 

80 - HENSOLDT SCOPE
German FERO-Z24 scope as found on the H&K G3. Variant 
without claw mount and has a Weaver adaptor rail and side 
mounted illuminated reticle accessory. ExC 

81 - RUSSIAN SUD SCOPE 
POSP 8x42 scope and mount to suit the Russian Dragunov 
sniper rifles. Range finding illuminated reticle marked nocn 
8x42 Made in Belarus. ExC 

82 - TIGR MAGAZINE 
7R 7x54R cal magazine for the Russian rifle. Unused in 
original packaging. ExC 

83 - H&K G3 NIGHT VISION 
Original vintage German Military Zeiss Electro night vi-
sion scope and mount for the G3 rifle, marked Fero Z51 etc. 
Contained in its original transit case. Ideal for the German 
collector. Has adaptor to Weaver rail. Sold as collectors item 
only GC 

84 - WINCHESTER 92 CARBINE 
Antique, circa 1911, US model 1892 saddle ring carbine. 
20” .44-40 cal barrel with original sights and full length 
magazine. The barrel is marked with Winchester New Hav-
en address as well as 44 WCF and English nitro proof mark-
ing. The tang is marked MODEL 1892 WINCHESTER 
TRADE MARK etc. Metalwork is in ExC retaining most 
original bright blue finish thinning under the saddle ring and 
on the underside of the gun. ExC original walnut stock. A 
nice example for the discerning collector.  ExWO&C ALR 

85 - WINCHESTER 1892 CARBINE 
Antique, circa 1915, M92 saddle ring carbine. 20” 32-20 
cal barrel with original sights and marked with correct 
Winchester address, patent dates and 32 W.C.F. as well as 
proofs. The receiver with original saddle ring. The tang is 
fitted with parker Hale peep sight but is missing the rear 
screw. Metalwork has most original bight blue to the bar-
rel, the action has dark patina, grey on the edges with some 
original finish in concealed areas. ExC original woodwork 
with steel butt plate. VG-ExWO&C ALR 

86 - WINCHESTER ‘92 RIFLE 
Antique, circa 1897, lever action rifle with scarce 24” half 
octagonal/half round barrel in 25-20 cal. The barrel has 
original sights and correct Winchester address and caliber 
markings. As well as having the rare ½ round ½ octagonal 
barrel it is also unusual to have the full length magazine 
tube with this barrel option. The tang is marked MODEL 
1892 - WINCHESTER PAT OCT .14 1884. The metalwork 
has been chemically cleaned at some point in the past and 
has a dark grey to brown/black all over patina. VGC original 
woodwork with crescent shape rifle butt stock. A rare con-
figuration and seldom seen for sale. GWO&C ALR 

87 - WINCHESTER ‘73 RIFLE 
Antique US lever action rifle, circa 1892. 24” .44 cal round 
barrel with ½ magazine and original sights but missing the 
rear elevator. The barrel is marked with correct Winchester 
New Haven two line address and patent as well as 44 W.C.F 
in front of the chamber. The tang of the gun is marked - 
MODEL 1873 - and the underside with serial number and 
caliber. Metalwork has dulling original blue to the barrel 
which has been cleaned back at some time over the address 
and caliber markings, the receiver still retains most original 
blue which is bright in areas and the hammer has bright case 
colours. ExC original woodwork. ExWO&C ALR 

88 - WINCHESTER .22 RIFLE 
US pump action  M61 rifle. 24” .22 cal barrel with tube 
magazine and original sights. Receiver is fitted with an early 
weaver tip-off mount and scope. Metalwork retains near all 
original  blue. ExC woodwork ExWO&C ALR 

89 - MARLIN M57 RIFLE 
Lever action .22lr cal rifle. 22” round barrel with original 
sights and full length magazine. Metalwork has most origi-
nal blue. VGC original woodwork. VGWO&C ALR 

90 - WINCHESTER 94 RIFLE 
US Winchester Model 94ae rifle. 20” .30-30 cal barrel with 
full length magazine and original sights. The receiver is fit-
ted with a Weaver 2.5-7x32 scope. Metalwork retains all 
original blue. Woodwork in VGC with light scratching on 
butt stock. ExWO&C ALR 

91 - EAST GERMAN MPI RIFLE 
Cold War era East German MPI-KM variant of the Soviet 
AKM rifle. 16” .7x39 cal barrel with original muzzle break, 
sights and bayonet lug. The stamped receiver dated 85 NC 
and has 3 position selector. Metalwork retains near all origi-
nal blue finish. ExC original textured synthetic furniture 
complete with swivels, 30R magazine and cleaning rod. 
ExWO&C CLR 

92 - EAST GERMAN MPI74 RIFLE 
Cold War era East German MPI AK 74N automatic rifle. 
16” 5.45x39 cal barrel with original flash hider, bayonet 
lug and sights. Stamped receiver with 3 position selector 
and side mount for night vision opticand marked with K3 
arsenal mark. Near all Military black finish. ExC original 
textured synthetic furniture and includes its swivels, clean-
ing rod and dark brown polymer magazine. ExWO&C CLR 

93 - AKSU74 RIFLE 
Soviet Union Cold War compact ‘Krinkov’ model of the 
AK74. 10” 5.45x39 barrel with original flash hider and 
sights. The receiver with K in circle ordnance mark. Met-
alwork with near all black parkerised finish. ExC laminated 
wood forend, steel sidefolding stock and faux wood pistol 
grip and magazine. In as issued ExWO&C CLR 

To help with transport for firearms from the auction 
venue please bring gun bags and/or lock boxes. 
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94  - AMD 65 RIFLE 
Hungarian variant of the AKM rifle. 14” 7.62x39 cal bar-
rel with flash hider and original sights. Receiver with three 
position selector FG prefix and ventilated lower guard. 
Wooden pistol grips and wire folding stock. Metalwork has 
near all original blued finish. In as issued ExWO&C CLR 

95 - TWO AK74 MAGAZINES 
Two 30R black polymer magazines for the 5.45x39 AK74 
series of rifles. VGC 

96 - AK DRUM MAGAZINE 
75R Eastern European rear loading drum magazine for the 
7x39 cal AK series of firearms. Near all original blue in as 
issued ExWO&C 

97 - THREE AK 47 MAGAZINES 
3 x 30R 7x39 cal magazines for the AK47 or similar. Eastern 
European type with spine, near all original blue. ExC 

98 - SS FIRST AID BOX 
WWII German metal first aid box. The lid marked SS - 
Verbandkasten and red cross in white circle. The inside of 
the lid has printed contents list with 1939 date. Measures 
39x19x10cm. Most overall original green paint. GC 

99 - VEHICLE TOOL BOX 
German metal vehicle tool box. Marked Werkzeug on lid 
and paper work list on the inside. The base has the auto un-
ion 0000 symbol and 1006459 markings. 17½ x 8 x 10½ cm, 
dark green paint chipping in a few areas. VGC 

100 - GERMAN CIGARETTE PACKETS
Two WWII German cardboard cigarette boxes with colour 
artwork. Trommler brand with drummer boy and has Army 
paper seal. Flieges brand with Luftwaffe paper seal. VGC 

101 - CANTEEN AND GOGGLES 
German wooden ‘Coconut’ canteen, has straps but no cup 
and two small cracks near the DRGM logo. Plus a pair of 
goggles for motorized or mountain troops with slightly am-
ber lenses. GC 

102 - GERMAN FLAG 
WWII Nazi German Kriegsmarine cotton battle flag with 
Swastika in cross and iron cross. The spine is marked Kiel 
1944 Reichsteriegsflg 85x150 and eagle/M, measures 
142x81. The white has turned beige and no obvious holes 
but shows nice age. VGC

103 - GERMAN HELMET 
WWII M35 steel Army helmet with twin decal. This helmet 
has been found in poor condition and is missing the gromet 
and has what appears to be a bullet hole going through the 
helmet behind the decals which are mostly intact. Overall 
rusty patina with near all green paint underneath. Would 
make an interesting display piece. No liner. PC 

104 - ENFIELD MP5K SMG
British Royal Enfield Armoury produced select fire ma-
chine pistol. 5” 9mm cal barrel. The top of the receiver with 
original basic fixed sight is marked EN MP5KA1 and serial 
number. The magazine is marked in German Kal 9mmx19 
(Enfield assembled from German H&K parts). The origi-
nal polymer trigger group and pistol grip is 3 position and 
marked S E F. Metalwork has near all original blued finish 
with some handling marks. Includes its 30R magazine. At 
just over 30cm in overall length these are the smallest MP5 
and seldom seen for sale. VG-ExWO&C CLR  Est $5000-
$8000

105 - MP5 SUBMACHINE GUN 
A buildt under license from Heckler and Kochby POF SMG. 
10” 9mm cal barrel. The receiver with original hooded fore 
sight and diopter rear. The top is marked POF MP5 06. Pol-
ymer receiver with right hand side 3 position selector - safe, 
semi and full auto. Metalwork retains near all original fin-
ish fitted with telescopic butt stock and has original 30 shot 
magazine in as new unissued ExWO&C CLR 

106 - MINI UZI SLING 
A top example of an Isreali Military Industries Commercial 
grade Mini Uzi, circa 1980s. 9” 9mm original compensated 
barrel. The receiver with original sights retains all its origi-
nal deep black commercial blued finish and is marked MINI 
UZI -9MM IMI. The three position selector is marked ARS. 
ExC black plastic furniture and steel folding stock. Com-
plete with original sling and 25R magazine. This is one of 
the nicest examples we have had for sale for the discerning 
SMG collector in as new ExWO&C CLR 

107 - VP70 MAGAZINE 
18R 9mm magazine for the H&K machine pistol, some loss 
of finish to the base plate otherwise ExC 

108 - STAR SMG MAGAZINE 
40R 9mm magazine for the Z-70 SMG. VGC 

109 - MAT 49 MAGAZINES 
Two 32R original parkerised magazines for the French 9mm 
SMG, contained in their original black leather pouch with 
stamped seal on the inside of the flap. VGC 

110 - MAT 49 TOOL KIT 
Rare original French black leather maintanance pouch con-
taining oil bottle, two piece brass rod and magazine loader 
for the French SMG. 

111 - UZI MAGAZINES 
Two 32R 9mm Uzi SMG magazines. Near all parkerised 
finish. ExC 

112 - SMLE NO.4 RIFLE 
NZ Military Lee Enfield rifle. 25”.303 cal barrel with origi-
nal sights. The receiver marked US PROPERTY S (Savage 
lend lease) NO4 MKI*. The wrist with NZ marking, original 
and refurbished serial numbers as the gun has been arse-
nal refurbished and retains near all finish. Woodwork has 
only minor handling marks. Complete with sling. ExWO&C 
ALR 

113 - SMLE NO 1 MK III RIFLE 
WWII Australian Lee Enfield rifle. 25” .303 cal barrel 
with original sights. Wrist marked MA LITHGOW SMLE 
III 1941. Metalwork with dark patina. GC woodwork. 
GWO&C ALR 

114 - SWEDISH MAUSER RIFLE 
Swedish Military M96/38 bolt action rifle. 30” 6.5x55 
cal barrel with original thread and sights. The chamber is 
marked CARL GUSTAFS etc 1906 and the bolt handle is 
straight variant. Metalwork with dark original blue. GC 
woodwork with all over handling marks. G-VGWO&C 
ALR 

115 - ARISAKA TYPE 38 RIFLE 
Imperial Japanese WWII bolt action rifle. 32” 6.5 cal barrel 
with original sights. The chamber with Chrysanthemum and 
type 38 markings, the receiver with Tokyo arsenal mark and 
complete with dust cover. Metalwork has most overall origi-
nal finish. VGC original woodwork complete with swivels. 
VGWO&C ALR 

116 - BRAZILIAN MAUSER RIFLE 
M1935 Brazilian Mauser contract rifle. 29” 7x57 cal barrel 
with original sights, muzzle protector and bayonet lug. The 
chamber marked with Brazilian crest and MOD 1935, the 
side rail has Mauser Obendorf address. Metalwork retains 
near all bright blue, original finish and white metal parts are 
bright. ExC original woodwork, complete with sling. Hard 
to find better in as issued ExWO&C ALR 

117 - S&W AIRWEIGHT REVOLVER 
Scarce ex Swedish Airforce model 12 revolver. 2”.38 spe-
cial cal barrel marked SMITH & WESSON AIRWEIGHT 
etc. The alloy frame with S&W logo etc and the 3 Crown 
marking for the Swedish Air Force. Metalwork retains near-
ly all its original finish. ExC original grips with small rack 
number on the top left grip. ExWO&C CLR 
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118 - ROSSI SNUB NOSED REVOLVER 
Seldom seen Rossi Model 272 Pioneer 5 shot pocket double 
action revolver. 2” .38 special cal barrel with original sights, 
ejector shroud and makers details. Metalwork with near all 
ExC original blue. ExC original wooden grips. Includes rub-
ber grips and original box. ExWO&C CLR 

119 - BERNADELLI M80 PISTOL 
Italian USA/M80 semi auto pistol. 3½” .32acp cal barrel, 
slide with Gardone address and adjustable sights. Frame 
with side safety. Metalwork has near all original blue finish. 
VGC original black plastic grips. VGWO&C CLR 

120 - TAURUS REVOLVER 
Brazilian double action small/medium frame revolver. 3”.38 
special cal barrel with integral sight. The frame with Taurus 
logo etc. Metalwork has near all original nickle finish. VGC 
original wooden grips. ExWO&C CLR

121 - BERETTA 948 PISTOL  
Italian semi auto pistol, circa 1958. 3½” .22lr cal barrel, the 
slide with P Berreta Gardone mod 948 markings etc. Met-
alwork has near all original blue finish with some handling 
scratches. ExC grips. VG-ExWO&C CLR 

122 - BERETTA M1919 PISTOL 
Italian WWII period pocket/vest pistol. 2½” .25acp cal bar-
rel. The slide with Gardone address and 1941 date. Metal-
work with most overall blue with pitting / speckled staining 
and thinning to the edges. GC original bakelite grips. Miss-
ing magazine otherwise F-GWO&C CLR 

123 - COLLECTORS PISTOL GRIPS
Bag lot of assorted pistol grips for: Polish Radom V1S 35 
,black bakelite with logo. VGC Browning 1910 FN logo 
hard rubber. VGC Repro Colt 1911 diamond wood grips. 
ExC Colt 1911A1 brown plastic. ExC Beretta black plastic 
grips with screws.

124 - COLT 1911 MAGS AND GRIPS 
Two post war Colt made magazines marked Colt 45 Auto M 
and a pair of brown plastic WWII grips. VGC 

125 - 1911 MAGAZINES 
Five single stack .45 Auto 1911 magazines. Chip McCor-
mick and Wilson combat 8 rounders. ExC 

126 - BARNETT FLINTLOCK PISTOL 
High quality English Flintlock pistol by Thomas Barnett, 
circa late 1700s early 1800s. 8” .54 cal/27 bore approx oc-
tagonal steel damascus browned barrel with Birmingham 
proof mark and platinum band. The lockplate is marked 
BARNETT and has ring neck cock with ½ safety. The friz-
zen is roller type and has waterproof pan. Metalwork has 
most overall browning to the barrel. The lock and small 
parts have aged white patina. ExC walnut half stock with 
engraved steel mount extending to a pineapple finial with 
engraved screws and silver excucheon and tip. Complete 
with original brass tip ebony rod. ExWO&C NLR 

127 - FLINTLOCK MUFF PISTOL 
Antique, circa early 1800s, English boxlock muff pistol. 2 
¼” approx .48 cal round turn off barrel marked with Bir-
mingham proof marks. The action with concealed trigger 
and half cock safety marked on the left hand side with mak-
ers name DALMAN and stand of flags on the right hand 
side. Metalwork has thinning original blue finish to the bar-
rel and nice aged white finish to the action. ExC slab sided 
one piece grip. ExWO&C NLR

128 - SEA SERVICE PISTOL 
British Naval issue percussion pattern 1842 pistol, circa 
1840s. 6” .56 cal round barrel with ordnance marks and cap-
tive ram rod. The lock plate is marked Crown/VR TOWER 
1845 and broad arrow. Metalwork with dark original patina. 
VGC original one piece walnut stock without belt hook and 
has brass furniture and steel lanyard ring. VG-ExWO&C 
NLR 

129 - EAST INDIA GOVERNMENT PISTOL 
Antique, circa 1867, Birmingham manufactured percus-
sion pistol for East India Government. 7¾” .68 cal round 
barrel with original foresight, captive ram rod and ord-
nance marks. The lock plate is marked CROWN/EIG and 
1867 BIRMINGHAM. Metalwork with grey patina and 
some pinpricking near the nipple, the one piece wooden 
stock with brass furniture and steel lanyard ring. Has some 
aged repaired cracks and faint traces of the EIG cartouche. 
GWO&C NLR

130 - COLLINS PEPPERBOX REVOLVER 
Antique small percussion pepperbox revolver by James 
Collin, circa 1840s. Six 3” long .28 cal barrels with Bir-
mingham proof marks. The action is the double action only 
bar hammer type without recoil shield, marked Collins Re-
gent Street London and has borderline with scroll engrav-
ing. Metalwork has thinning original blue turning to dark 
patina. VGC rounded buttplain wood grip. Action is strong. 
VGWO&C NLR 

131 - COLT 1862 POLICE REVOLVER
Antique first year of production, circa 1861, percussion re-
volver. 5½” .36 cal round barrel with New York address. 5 
Shot fluted cylinder with patent mark and the frame marked 
COLTS PATENT and 36 cal on the triggerguard. Metalwork 
has dark patina thinning to grey on the right hand side and 
areas of original finish on the recoil shield, hammer and 
loading lever. The brass triggerguard and back strap show 
none of the original silver plate. VGC original varnished 
walnut grips with 5 notches to the right hand side. Action 
indexes and functions well and all serial numbers are match-
ing. VGWO&C NLR 

132 - COLT 1849 POCKET REVOLVER 
Antique, circa 1860, percussion revolver. 6”.31 cal octago-
nal barrel with two line Hartford address. The 5 shot round 
cylinder has traces of the stage couch scene. The frame 
is marked COLTS PATENT. Metalwork has dark overall 
patina turning grey in areas and some bruising. The brass 
triggerguard and back strap retain most original silver fin-
ish. All serial numbers except the wedge are matching. ExC 
original varnished walnut grips. Action functions well. G-
VGWO&C NLR 

133 - POWDER FLASK 
Copper bag shaped flask with polished finish and patent 
marked top without major dents. VGC 

134 - SHOT BAG 
Antique tooled leather shot bag with brass top. Hanging 
game scene on the sides. ExC 

135 - PERSIAN HELMET 
Antique Persian/Eastern nose guard steel helmet with red 
velvet liner. VGC 

136 - INDIAN TALWAR
Antique Indian sword. 76cm curved blade with 35cm slight 
fuller on both sides. Concave steel quillions at right angles 
to the blade and steel grip with guard which is not often 
encountered. VGC 

137 - AFGHAN PULWAR 
Antique Afghan sword. 70cm steel curved blade with flat 
spine and fullers the full length of the blade. Steel grip with 
turned down quillion. VGC 

138 - KHUKURI 
Small Nepalese Khukuri. 23cm Steel blade with polished 
holster and wooden grip. Blade has good weight and is of 
some age and not a tourist piece. VGC 

139 - KHUKURI 
Small Nepalese Khukuri. 20cm Steel blade with engraved 
spine, brass bolsters with wooden. Has good weight and like 
the previous lot is not a tourist item. Has a modern made 
scabbard. VGC 
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140 - STGW 90 RIFLE 
Ex Swiss Military semi auto rifle. 20½” 5.56mm cal barrel 
with original flash hider. The receiver with original diopter 
sight and marked with the Swiss Cross in shield and ord-
nance marked. Two postition ambidextrous selector. Met-
alwork has near all original green enamel. ExC synthetic 
furniture with folding stock and bipod forend. Includes a 
custom case containing one extra magazine, sling, cleaning 
kit, sight, muzzle protector and manual. ExWO&C ELR 

141 - STEYR AUG RIFLE 
Australian semi auto Bullpup rifle. 22”.223 cal barrel 
threaded at the muzzle. The receiver with integral scope 
rail. One piece black plastic stock with folding foregrip and 
marked STEYR MANNLICHER AUSTRIA AUG/SA. In-
cludes five 30R magazines. ExWO&C ELR

142 - RUSSIAN TIGR RIFLE 
Semi auto rifle based on the SVD Dragunov sniper rifle by 
Izhmash arsenal. 18” .308 cal barrel including muzzle break 
and sights. The receiver marked Izhmash 308-1 etc. Met-
alwork has near all original finish and synthetic furniture 
with adjustable cheek. Includes two 5 shot magazines, MAE 
supressor, cleaning kit and manual. ExWO&C ALR 

143 - NORINCO 56S RIFLE  
Chinese semi automatic rifle. 16” 7.62x39 cal barrel with 
original muzzle break, sights and bayonet lug. The receiver 
marked Norinco 56S etc. Metalwork with most original blue 
thinning in areas. GC woodwork with some heavy wear to 
the forend. Includes sling and 30R magazine. G-VGWO&C 
ELR 

144 - NORINCO SKK RIFLE 
Chinese detachable AK magazine variant of SKS rifle. 20” 
7.62x39 cal barrel with bayonet lug sights and thread. The 
receiver with compact scope on a B square mount which 
retains the original dust cover. Metalwork with most overall 
blue. VGC refinished woodwork with plastic hand guard, 
30R magazine and sling. VGWO&C ELR 

145 - SOCOM II RIFLE 
US Springfeild MIA SOCOM II variant of the M14 semi 
auto rifle. 17½”.308 cal barrel with original sights and muz-
zle break. The rear of the receiver with Springfield Armoury 
markings. ExC synthetic stock with factory VLTOR multi 
rail hand guard. Includes its 5 shot magazine. In as new un-
fired ExWO&C ALR 

146 - VEPR 12 SHOTGUN
Russian AK based semi auto shotgun. 21” 12g barrel, re-
ceiver with original sights and scope rail. All makers marks 
and near all original black finish. ExC black synthetic fur-
niture and skeleton stock. Includes its 7R magazine plus 2 
aftermarket 7R magazines ExWO&C ELR 

147 - SAIGA MAGAZINES 
3x .410g 7R polymer shotgun magazines. One mag comes 
in original packing paper. ExC 

148 - M14 MAGAZINE 
20 Shot parkerised .308 cal magazine for the US M14. VGC 

149 - M14 MAGAZINE 
Same as previous lot. VGC 

150 - M14 MAGAZINES 
One 10R and one 5R parkerised, some loss of finish to the 
10R at the front. G-VGC 

151 - VZ52 MAGAZINES 
Two very scarce 10R magazines for the Czech 7.62x45 cal 
rifle. VGC 

152 - TIGR MAGAZINE 
25R polymer magazine to suit the 308 Russian Tigr rifle. 
VGC 

153 - S&W M&P 22 PISTOL 
US semi automatic pistol. 4.1” .22lr cal barrel, slide with 
adjustable sights and Smith & Wesson markings. Retains all 
its original finish. ExC polymer frame and grip. Includes its 
box. ExWO&C B/CLR 

154 - BROWNING BUCKMARK PISTOL 
5½” .22lr cal slab sided barrel with original adjustable 
sights and marked with Utah address, Made in the U.S.A 
etc. Metalwork has near all blued finish with some surface 
scratches. VGC original plastic grips. VGWO&C B/CLR 

155 - TAURUS TRACKER REVOLVER  
Brazilian double action target revolver. 6½” .22lr slab sided 
stainless steel barrel and action with adjustable sights and 7 
shot cylinder. Metalwork with only minor handling scratch-
es. ExC original rubber grip. ExWO&C B/CLR 

156 - RUGER SINGLE SIX REVOLVER 
US New Model Bisley single action revolver. 6”.22 cal 
barrel with original target sights. The cylinder is engraved 
with Ruger Bisley Model and floral scroll work. Metalwork 
retains most original blue and has the low hung Bisley ham-
mer. Grips are ExC original wood with Ruger logo medal-
lion. ExWO&C B/CLR 

157 - RUGER MARK II PISTOL 
US Ruger Target model semi auto pistol. 5½” .22lr barrel 
with high mount front and adjustable rear sights. The metal-
work retains near all original blue with some wear marks on 
the bottom of the barrel. Pistol is fitted with ExC wood tar-
get grips. Includes original 10 shot magazine, plastic grips 
and box. VGWO&C B/CLR 

158 - S&W 422 PISTOL 
5½” .22lr slab sided barrel with adjustable sights. Frame 
with S&W markings. Metalwork retains near all original 
blued finish. ExC wooden grips and includes an extra maga-
zine. ExWO&C B/CLR 

159 - ANSCHUTZ 1415-1416 RIFLE 
22” .22lr cal barrel with original sights. Action with West 
German address and 4x32 scope. Metalwork with near all 
blue. ExC woodwork and includes its 5 shot magazine. 
ExWO&C ALR 

160 - BSA ARMATIC RIFLE 
20” .22lr cal barrel with original sights. Action with inte-
gral scope base and 5 shot box magazine. Metalwork with 
near all blue original finish. ExC woodwork. VG-ExWO&C 
ALR 

161 - CZ 511 RIFLE 
Czech semi auto rifle, circa 1995. 22” .22lr cal barrel with 
iron sights and receiver with CZ markings. Metalwork has 
most overall finish. VGC woodwork with a few scratches. 
Includes two extra magazines. VGWO&C 

162 - REMINGTON .22 RIFLE 
US model 121 Fieldmaster pump action rifle. 24” .22 cal bar-
rel with original sights and ¾ length magazine. Metalwork 
retains most original blue with mild staining. GC woodwork 
with some scratches and handling marks. VGWO&C ALR 

163 - KRICO RIFLE 
German Krico bolt action rifle. 22” .22lr cal barrel with 
original sights. Metalwork retains most original blue. Wood-
work in GC with some handling marks. The rifle includes its 
5R magazine. VGWO&C ALR 

164 - H&R LEATHERNECK RIFLE 
Seldom seen US Model 165 “Leatherneck” semi auto-
matic rifle. 23” .22lr cal barrel with original foresight. The 
receiver is fitted with a Redfield aperture peep sight. The 
metalwork is in VG-ExC, retaining near all original blue. 
The woodwork is in ExC with sling swivels included. Rifle 
comes with two original 10 shot magazines. A fine example 
for the .22 collector or enthusiast. ExWO&C ALR 
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165 - REMINGTON SPEEDMASTER RIFLE 
US semi auto Remington model 552. 24” .22lr cal barrel 
with tube magazine and original sights. Receiver is fitted 
with case deflector. Metalwork retains ExC original blue. 
Woodwork in excellent like new condition. A fine example. 
ExWO&C ALR 

166 - ERMA-WERKE .22 RIFLE
German lever action .22lr rifle model EG712. 18” Barrel 
with full length magazine and original sights. Receiver 
has intergrated 3/8 dovetail for mounts. Metalwork retains 
all original blue. Woodwork in VGC with minor handling 
marks. ExWO&C ALR 

167 - MARK 3 BREN GUN
British Military WWII light machine gun. 25” .303 cal 
MKII barrel fitted with flash hider, sight and carry handle. 
The receiver with original sight, Enfield marked with 1944 
date and BREN MKIII. Metalwork has near all parkerised 
finish. GC MK3 butt stock and pistol grip with a chip in the 
right hand side, complete with correct MK3 bipod and 20R 
magazine. VGWO&C CLR 

168 - MARK II STEN GUN
British Military WWII SMG. 8” 9mm original barrel with 
correct MKV profile and ventilated shroud. The magazine 
well is marked STEN MKII and the serial number. The re-
ceiver with broad arrow and ordnance marks. Metalwork 
with near all Military black paint finish. VGC original steel 
skeleton stock. VGWO&C CLR 

169 - STERLING S.M.G 
British MK4 submachine gun. 8” 9mm cal barrel with venti-
lated hand guard. The magazine well is marked STERLING 
SMG 9M/M MK4 (L2A3) etc and the underside with patent 
information and painted rack number. Metalwork has most 
crackle black finish thinning on the edges. GC original grip 
and steel folding stock G-VGWO&C CLR 

170 - SWEDISH M45B SMG
Scarce Swedish Military Carl Gustaf submaching gun. 8” 
9mm cal barrel with ventilated shroud and original sights 
and marked with the Swedish crown and serial number. The 
receiver is also marked Crown/C and matching serial num-
ber. The receiver is fitted with its original spent case catcher. 
The bag has been cut but could easily be replaced. Metal-
work has near all matte black original Military finish. ExC 
steel folding stock and wooden pistol grip. These S.M.G’s 
were made famous during the Vietnam war and were used 
by the CIA and US special forces. Complete with 36R mag-
azine and original sling. ExWO&C CLR 

171 - BREN SLING
Original WWII canvas sling for the MKII Bren, 1944 dated 
and broad arrow marked. VGC

172 - BREN BIPOD
Original unissued steel bipod for the  MKII Bren gun. VGC
173 - BREN PISTOL GRIP 
Forward pistol grip for the MK3 Bren gun as used in the 
Jungle. New made item in ExC 

174 - BREN GRIP 
MKI rear but stock grip for the Bren gun. New made item 
in ExC 

175 - BREN MAGAZINES 
Two 303 cal 30R magazines for the Bren L.M.G. VGC 

176 - STERLING MAGAZINE 
One original 34R 9mm S.M.G magazine. Most overall fin-
ish. GC 

177 - STERLING SLING 
Original British Military marked. Olive webbing and brass 
sling. In as issued ExC

178 - SLR GRENADE LAUNCHER 
L1A2 Grenade launcher adaptor for the L1A1 rifle. Includes 
its leather carry pouch. ExC NLR 

179 - GERMAN ARMY DAGGER 
WWII German Army Officers dagger. 26cm blade with 
original Eickhorn Solinger Rabbit / ‘original’ logo. Guard 
with Army eagle and dark yellow orange bakelite/plastic 
grip without wire. Includes its pebble grain scabbard with 
hanger. The fittings on the hanger look to have been sprayed 
gold at some stage to simulate gilt and traces remain. GC 

180 - KRIEGSMARINE DAGGER 
WWII German Naval dagger. 25cm extended blade with 
Naval motif on both sides. Gilted guard with anchor. The 
white celluloid grip has twisted wire design. The pommel 
with Nazi eagle appears to be quite crude possibly a late war 
replacement as many of these were converted from imperial 
daggers. GC brass scabbard with lightening bolt pattern and 
includes portepe. GC 

181 - SA DAGGER 
WWII German dagger. 22cm blade with E.P & S Soligen 
makers mark and Alles fur Deutchland motto. The alloy 
type guard is marked with a unit/serial number which is also 
matching the number on the throat of the scabbard. Good fit 
of the guards to the grip with eagle and SA logos. Some loss 
of finish to the original brown scabbard. VGC 

182 - GERMAN EGG CUPS 
Two WWII Nazi German Naval China egg cups. Marked on 
the base Eagle/M/1940. ExC 

183 - LUFTWAFFE GOBLET 
WWII German Luftwaffe Goblet of Honour for Aircrew 
1940-1945. Second type with ‘Alpaka’ silver plate. VGC 

184 - GERMAN CROSS 
Scarce and highly collectable WWII Nazi German Cross 
in gold. These were awarded for bravery or achievement 
in combat. Blackened enamel Swastika with silver edge 
and surrouded by a gold laurel wreath on red enamel back-
ground. Blackened silver star. The back with four hollow 
fine rivets and flat pin. The highlights of the badge show a 
nice amount of wear. Approx 62mm accross. VGC 

185 - IRON CROSS 
WWII Nazi German 1st Class Iron Cross. The front with 
Swastika and 1939, some loss of finish to the edge of the 
Swastika. Flat bottle shaped pin marked I and measures 
approx 44x44mm. Contained in its black pepple grain box 
with cream silk lined lid and darker cream velvet base. VGC 

186 - M1 GARAND RIFLE 
US WWII, circa late 1942 semi automatic rifle. 23½” 30.06 
cal barrel which is a 1951 Korean War replacement with 
correct sights and gas block with bayonet lug. The receiver 
is marked US RIFLE CAL 30M1 SPRINGFIELD AR-
MOURY and 954,000 serial number range. The bolt and 
trigger group are original WWII parts with forged trigger-
guard. Metalwork has near all original parkerised finish. 
ExC original woodwork correctly without cartouche or ord-
nance emblem for late 1942. One of the nicest examples we 
have encountered. ExWO&C ELR 

187 - M3A1 GREASE GUN 
US Military Submachine gun, circa 1955. 8”.45acp cal bar-
rel fitted with M9 flash hider which is marked M9 flying 
bomb etc. The receiver with original sights and is marked 
SUB-MACH.GUN CAL .45 - M3A1 ITHACA GUN CO, 
INC US.NO. etc. Metalwork has near all original green/grey 
parkerised finish, steel retractable stock and oiler in the butt. 
VGWO&C CLR 

188 - THOMPSON M1 S.M.G  
US WWII Submachine gun. 10½” .45acp cal barrel with 
original sight. The receiver with fixed rear sight and marked 
with Auto Ordnance address and THOMPSON SUBMA-
CHINE GUN CALIBER .45 M1 as well as British proofs. 
US inspectors marks and bullet logo. Upper and lower serial 
numbers are matching. Metalwork retains near all original 
parkerised finish. ExC woodwork complete with its 20R 
magazine. ExWO&C CLR 

166
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184
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190 - GREASE GUN BARREL 
A blank firing barrel for the M3 .45 cal ‘Grease Gun’. 8” 
barrel with BFA choke in front of the chamber. Near all blue. 
VGC  

191 - BRITISH 1911 PISTOL 
A very rare and desirable WWI British Military issue Colt 
1911 semi auto pistol, circa 1917. 5”.455 Webley Automatic 
caliber barrel with correct W marking. The slide with origi-
nal sights is marked with Colt rampant horse logo and patent 
dates. The right hand side is marked COLT AUTOMATIC 
CALIBRE 455. The frame is marked GOVERNMENT 
MODEL & W prefix and serial number for early second 
English contract as well as British Ordnance, ↑, proof mark 
and sold out of service marks and crossed flags, also on the 
slide. Metalwork has near all its original Military blue finish 
thinning on the leading edges. VGC original black walnut 
diamond pattern grips and complete with its correct maga-
zine with lanyard ring and marked CAL .455 ELEY. A fine 
example for the discerning collector. ExWO&C B/CLR  Est 
$5000-$6000

192 - COLT M1902 PISTOL 
US Colt, circa 1917, model 1902 Military model pistol. 
6”.38 Rimless caliber barrel with correct white finish on 
the chamber and muzzle. The slide with original sights and 
marked with two line address in the final style and rampant 
horse logo behind the rear serrations, the otherside marked 
AUTOMATIC COLT CALIBRE .38 RIMLESS SMOKE-
LESS. The frame with correct late type spur hammer and 
lanyard ring at the base. Metalwork retains most original 
blue which has dulled on the slide and handling loss on 
the grip straps. ExC original hard rubber grips and original 
magazine marked CAL .38 COLT. VG-ExWO&C CLR  

193 - .455 1911 MAGAZINE 
Scarce magazine for the British WWI 1911 Pistol. Dulling 
overall blue with some minor speckling. The base with sta-
ple is marked correctly CAL .455 ELEY, broad arrow and 
serial number on the front curve. VGC  

194 - COLT NAVY REVOLVER 
US Antique early third model Colt 1851 Navy Revolver 
manufactured, circa 1851. 7½” .36 cal octagonal barrel with 
New York address address. The frame marked COLTS PAT-
ENT and has early small type brass trigger guard and back 
strap. Metalwork has white grey patina with dark areas and 
the cylinder is without scene. All serial numbers except the 
wedge which is unnumbered are matching and are in the 
6000 range. VGC varnished grips. Action functions well. G-
VGWO&C NLR  

195 - COLT 1860 ARMY REVOLVER 
US Colt, circa 1868, percussion revolver. 8”.44 cal round 
barrel marked - ADDRESS COL SAML COLT NEW-
YORK U.S. AMERICA. The frame is marked COLTS PAT-
ENT. Metalwork has overall dulled blue finish and the case 
colours have turned dark on the frame with traces of them 
on the hammer and loading lever. The triggerguard is brass 
with none of the original plating and the back strap is steel 
without stock lug. All numbers are matching except the 
wedge which is an unnumbered replacement. VGC original 
varnish one piece walnut grips. Action is strong. VGWO&C 
NLR  

196 - REMINGTON NEW ARMY REVOLVER 
US Military Civil War period single action percussion re-
volver, circa 1860’s. 8” .44cal octagonal barrel marked with 
1858 patent date and Remington New Model etc as well as 

W Military inspectors mark (also on the frame triggerguard) 
and serial number in the 82000 range. Metalwork has crisp 
edges to the barrel and most bright blue finish while the rest 
of the gun has nice dark grey patina. ExC original walnut 
grips. Action is strong, a nice example. VG-ExWO&C NLR  

197 - REMINGTON BELT REVOLVER 
Antique US New model single action belt model percus-
sion revolver, circa 1860’s. 6½” .36 cal octagonal barrel 
with original barley corn foresight and marked PATENTED 
SEPT. 14, 1858 E. REMINGTON & SONS, ILION, NEW 
YORK, USA NEW MODEL and serial number in the 3000 
range. Metalwork has crisp edges to the barrel and traces 
of finish, while the cylinder and trigger have large areas of 
blue. The brass triggerguard has traces of the nickel finish 
in concealed areas. ExC original walnut grips and action is 
strong. Only 2500-3000 of this model were made and are 
seldom seen for sale. VGWO&C NLR  

198 - MANTON DUELLING PISTOLS 
A fine pair of English Converted from flintlock to percus-
sion cap Duelling pistols by John Manton, circa 1799. 10” 
20 bore/.61 cal octagonal browned damascus barrels with 
steel sights. The barrels are marked --- MANTON * LON-
DON --- in gold as well as London. The sides are marked 
with twin London view marks and the undersides with se-
rial number 3257 (1799 manufacture, page 58 The Mantons 
by K Neal & H Black). The lock plates are borderline and 
sunburst engraved and marked MANTON and metalwork 
has most browning and faint case colours. VGC full length 
stock with aged repair near the front escuechon of one of the 
guns. The stocks have engraved steel mounts with pineap-
ple finials. Each of the stocks are cut for a shoulder stock 
included with the set. Contained in its contemporary green 
baize lined case with flask, rod and mould. ExWO&C NLR  

199 - ARTILLERY LUGER PISTOL 
An extremely fine, world class example of an Imperial Ger-
man WWI LP08 Artillery Luger and rig. 8” 9mm cal barrel 
with original foresight (variant without fine tuning) as well 
as original fine tuning adjustable rear sight. Marked with 
serial number and Army test proof on the underside. The 
chamber dated 1917 and the side with inspection stamps. 
The toggle is marked DWM and metalwork is in like new 
perfect condition, retaining all of its original bright rust 
blue and straw colours with just very minor holster wear 
at the muzzle and sideplate. ExC original checkered walnut 
grips. All serial numbers on the gun including the magazine 
are matching. Also included with the gun is its matching 
number and military acceptance marked wooden shoulder 
stock, complete with boot, makers marked leather dome tab, 
shoulder strap and keepers. Its original black leather hol-
ster complete with stripping tool and cleaning rod is makers 
marked ?HOFFMANN BERLIN 1915. Also included is its 
very rare original black leather double magazine pouch with 
two magazines. Matching number guns with matching num-
ber stocks are very rare and this is a unique opportunity for 
a discerning Luger collector to purchase the finest example 
we have had for sale. ExWO&C CLR EST $7500 - $9000

200 - LE QUESNOY LUGER PISTOL 
The following pistol was captured by Private Norman Coop. 
See inside front cover for more information. Fine example 
of a WWI P08 pistol. 4” 9mm cal barrel, with original sights 
and serial number, the chamber is dated 1918 and has Impe-
rial Ordnance marks. The toggle is marked DWM. Metal-
work retains near all of its original blue and straw colours 
and the edges are sharp, with some loss around the sideplate. 
All serial numbers (59f) including the magazines are match-
ing and included is its original 1918 dated leather holster 
with its matching number spare magazine and stripping tool. 
Provencence is without question as Norm Coop wrote his 
enlisted number 48456 on the right hand grip in indelible 
pencil as well as lightly scratching N.C on the frame. In-
cluded with the gun is an excerpt from his diary, framed 
original portrait and copy of the next of kin Military Medal 
letter as well as the book Veteran Bring Backs where the gun 
is featured. From The Murray Willis collection.  ExWO&C 
CLR Est $5000 - $6000

197

189

196

194

191

192

195

198

199

189 - M1 CARBINE 
US WWII semi auto rifle, circa 1944. 18”.30 M1 cal barrel 
with correct sights and bayonet lug and is marked INLAND 
MFG DIV GENERAL MOTORS 12-42 as well as a post 
war US importers name. The chamber is marked US CAR-
BINE CAL .30M1. Receiver with adjustable sight is marked 
I.B.M CORP and serial number. Metalwork has most over-
all parkerised finish. VGC M2 type woodwork with some 
handling marks. Includes its sling, oiler and 15 shot maga-
zine. VGWO&C ELR 
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***20 MINUTE LUNCH BREAK***

201 - MG LINK 
An A4 bag full of .308 cal steel disintergrating machine gun 
link for the M60 etc. GC  

202 - .223 BRASS
A4 size bag full of once fired .223 brass. GC  

203 - FIVE GUN BOOKS 
All small format, hard cover: Gun Collecting by Boothroyd, 
Antique Pistol Reference Guide by Wilkinson, English Pis-
tols & Revolvers by George, Small Arms by Wilkinson, An-
tique Guns by Bowman. GC  

204 - THREE GUN BOOKS 
Two hard cover, large format: Encyclopedia of Rifles and 
Handguns by Connolly and Encyclopedia of Firearms by 
Hogg plus 1995 Shooters Bible. ExC  

205 - THREE GUN BOOKS 
Illustrated History of Firearms, plus Illustrated Directory of 
Guns by Miller and Combat Handguns. VGC  

206 - FOUR GUN BOOKS 
History of the US Cavalry, Firearms by Rickets, Illustrated 
Guide to Pistols, plus Arms and Armour. Hard cover, large 
format and medium format. VGC 

207 - REPRINT MANUALS 
A binded reprint manual for Austrian WWI Grenades in Ital-
ian, plus two books in French covering all guns from 1759 
- 1918 which are quite tatty and a reprint for Austrian model 
1907 pistol in ExC. P-ExC  

208 - 44 BRASS 
Approx 270 fired 44 Magnum cal brass cases in GC. ALR  

209 - 45 COLT BRASS 
Approx 250, 45 long Colt cal fired brass in GC. ALR  

210 - 357 BRASS 
Approx 500, .357 Magnum nickel plated fired brass cases 
in GC. ALR  

211 - RELOADING DIES 
Bag lot of assorted Lyman and RCBS brand dies. 308, 7x57, 
2250, 30, 30, 32-20, 243 and 9mm. FC  

212 - BULLET MOULDS 
A bag lot containing assorted Lyman and other bullet 
moulds and handles, 9 items in total. GC  

213 - RELOADING MYSTERY BOX 
Box of assorted reloading odds and ends. Includes Auto 
Prime, lube pad, depriming tool, 308 hand loader and bag of 
approx 20 assorted dies. F-GC  

214 - .44 PROJECTILES AND GAS CHECKS 
Bag lot containing approx 180 .44 SWC projectiles and ap-
prox 1000 Lyman 44 cal gas checks. ExC  

215 - .38/357 PROJECTILES
Bag lot containing approx 450 38/.357 SWC 150gr lead pro-
jectiles and approx 1000 Lyman gas checks. ExC  

216 - REPLICA HANDGUNS 
A box lot of four 60's/70's vintage, most likely Japanese 
made, die cast metal imitation handguns. Actions, maga-
zines and triggers move and make ideal display pieces. 
Guns are: Walther P38, Mauser C96, Naval and P08 Lugers. 
GC NLR  

217 - REPLICA HANDGUNS 
Similar to previous lot but containing S&W Snub nosed and 
357 revolvers and Beretta model 34 pistol. GC NLR  

218 - GLASS HANDGUNS 
Two ornamental glass handguns. One is a solid crystal type 
paperweight of a S&W automatic and the other is a hollow 
bottle type of a large pinfire revolver. VGC NLR 

219 - BSA RIFLE AND SHOTGUN 
BSA bolt action sporting rifle. 24” 7x57 cal barrel with iron 
sights and BSA address also on the action fitted with Bush-
nell scope. Metalwork with near all re-blue and GC wood-
work, plus a BSA side by side 12g shotgun with dark overall 
patina and GC woodwork. GWO&C & FWO&C ALR 
 
220 - THREE 22 RIFLES 
BSA sportsman 15 bolt action with period scope but miss-
ing iron sights. Near all blue and VGC woodwork. BSA 
Raylock semi auto, the side of action has three tap holes 
where a scope mount has been, thin to dark blue with GC 
woodwork, plus a Winchester model 04 .22 short in PC. P-
VGWO&C ALR  

221 - THREE BSA 22 RIFLES 
One slide action .22 with tubular magazine. Dark grey pat-
ina, GC woodwork. Sportsman 15 bolt action with tubular 
magazine. Near all blue finish, VGC woodwork plus a bolt 
action with box magazine with most overall blue and GC 
woodwork. F-VGWO&C ALR  

222 - TWO P14 SPORTING RIFLES 
Two sporting rifles built from Military P14 actions. The first 
is a 458 Win mag cal with 26” Tony Hawkins blued bar-
rel with iron sights and action tapped for scope bases. Near 
all blued finish. VGC custom checkered wooden stock. The 
second is in 303 cal with 25” barrel with iron sights. Most 
overall blue, GC woodwork. VGWO&C & GWO&C ALR  

223 - MARLIN PAPOSE RIFLE 
US takedown semi auto rifle. 16”.22lr cal barrel fitted with 
silencer. Front sight removed and barrel has been shrink 
wrapped. Silver alloy s action with 4x32 scope. Synthetic 
stock and 7R box magazine. GWO&C ALR  

224 - ANSCHUTZ 1400 RIFLE 
German bolt action rifle, circa 1971. 21½” .22lr cal barrel 
with original sights. Action with intergral scope base and 5 
shot magazine. Most overall blue. GC woodwork with han-
dling marks. GWO&C ALR  

225 - CBC .22 RIFLE 
Brazilian bolt action model 122 rifle. 21” .22lr cal barrel 
with iron sight action with intergral scope base. Metalwork 
with near all blue, accepts and has a 10 shot Anschutz maga-
zine.  ExC woodwork. ExWO&C ALR  

226 - .30 CARBINE COMPONENTS 
Bag lot containing approx 220 brass cases of .30 carbine 
with approx 250 .30 cal projectiles. VGC  

227 - 303 PROJECTILES
Bag lot containing approx 450 303 cal projectiles. Mixture 
of S&B and Hornady brands FMJ & SP. ExC  

228 - 310 AND 303/257 COMPONENTS 
Bag lot containing approx 100 cases of .310 cadet brass and 
approx 100 .310 sp projectiles. BB & Hornady brands, plus 
a bag lot containing approx 70 cases of 303-257 brass. Brass 
is a mixture of primed PPU and Winchester brands. ExC  

229 - 7.5x54 FRENCH BRASS 
Bag lot containing approx 50 cases of 7.5x54R FRENCH 
brass. New and unprimed Prvi Partisan brand. Plus 20 
8x50R brass cases for the rolling block. New unprimed ExC  

230 - COLT 1903 PISTOL 
Vintage, circa 1928, M1903 hammerless pistol. 3¾” .32acp 
cal barrel, slide missing front sight and all markings re-
moved. Metalwork has near all original blue to the frame 
and faded reblue to the slide. Missing grips otherwise 
GWO&C CLR  

219
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231 - H&R REVOLVER 
Vintage early 20th Century hammerless model Harington & 
Richardson revolver. 3¼” .32 S&W cal barrel, hinged frame 
with 5 shots. Metalwork has near all original nickel finish. 
ExC mother of pearl grips, hard to find better. ExWO&C 
CLR  

232 - WEBLEY NO5 REVOLVER
Late 19th Century Express NO5 double action revolver. 3” 
.360cf cal barrel, top strap marked Webley & Son. Frame 
WEBLEY NO5 360 LF and logo. Metalwork has large areas 
of blue to the cylinder and barrel. VGC original grips with 
lanyard ring. VGWO&C CLR  

233 - WEBLEY RIC REVOLVER 
Late 19th Century English revolver. 2½” .450 cal barrel 
with Webley & Son markings. Frame marked RIC 5 shot 
etc. Metalwork with dark patina with traces of blue. VGC 
grips with lanyard ring. VGWO&C CLR  

234 - WEBLEY MKIII REVOLVER
Late 19th Century double action English revolver. 4” .38 
S&W cal octagonal barrel with Webley & Son markings. 
Frame with patent logo. Metalwork has thinning original 
blue. GC original wood grips. G-VGWO&C B/CLR  

235 - YOUNG AMERICAN REVOLVER 
Small frame US double action pocket pistol, circa early 20th 
Century. 2” octagonal .22rf cal barrel marked H&R Arms 
Co etc. Metalwork has most nickel finish. GC wooden grips. 
GWO&C CLR  

236 - PARTS PISTOL GUNS 
Bag lot containing two pistols and components. The 1st is an 
unique M&P frame, slide & what appears to be parts includ-
ing springs, detents, trigger etc to put together. The 2nd is a 
Walther M4 pistol frame & slide with various parts missing. 
Both pistols are not currently functioning. P-FC CLR  

237 - .22LR AMMO
Box lot containing approx 2000R of Winchester super speed 
solid and 200R of super x hollow point ammo. In original 
500R bricks. ExC ALR  

238 - .22 LR AMMO 
Similar to previous lot with one brick being Aussie Ammo 
branded. ExC ALR 

239 - .44 CAL PROJECTILES 
Box lot containing approx 500 .44 cal 240gr HP projectiles. 
In original Berrys brand box. ExC  

240 - .44 CAL PROJECTILES 
Same as previous lot. ExC  

241 - WINCHESTER PISTOL PRIMERS
Bag lot containing approx 5000 Winchester large pistol 
primers for standard or Magnum loads. In original 1000 
primer boxes. ExC  

242 - .308 AMMO 
Bag lot containing approx 180R of 308 ammo. American 
Eagle 150gr FMJ brand. ExC ALR  

243 - .308 AMMO 
Same as previous lot. ExC ALR  

244 - .308 AMMO 
Same as previous lot. ExC ALR  

245 - 8MM MAUSER AMMO 
120R of Eastern European ammo for the K98 in original 
1954 packets with stripper clips. VGC ALR.  

246 - 8MM MAUSER AMMO 
Same as previous lot. VGC ALR 

247 - HUNTING KNIVES 
Winchester brands, 8½” blade bowie and 4½” skinner plus 
S&W 4½” gut hook skinner, all with sheaths. GC  

248 - REPRODUCTION SS DAGGER 
A good quality, most likely Spanish, circa 1960’s reproduc-
tion of a SS dager. 21.8 cm blade with SS and Himmler 
friendship mottos. The early Carl Eickham logo is 12mm 
from the base. The plated guards are a good fit and the eb-
ony coloured grip has the eagle and SS roundel (the latter 
is a little crude) complete with scabbard and hanger. VGC  

249 - REPRO DIPLOMATS DAGGER ETC 
Good quality reproduction of the WWII German Diplomats 
dagger. Complete with scabbard, plus two portopees and re-
pro bayonet frog. GC  

250 - ESCORT LEGACY SHOTGUN 
Turkish semi auto shotgun. 28” 12g multi choke barrel with 
½ choke fitted. Metalwork with near all blued finish. GC 
woodwork with handling scratches. GWO&C ALR  

251 - REMINGTON SHOTGUN 
US Model 870 express Magnum pump action shotgun. 25” 
12 guage multi choke barrel with ½ fitted and original bead 
sight. The barrel is chambered for 2¾ or 3” shells and has 
a top rib. Metalwork retains most original parkerised finish 
with fine staining on the receiver. Woodwork is checkered 
and in ExC. ExWO&C ALR  

252 - WINCHESTER SHOTGUN 
US model 1300 XTR pump action shotgun. 28” 12g ribbed 
multichoke barrel with modified choke fitted. Metalwork re-
tains near all original blue. Checkered wood stocks in VGC 
with original plastic butt plate. ExWO&C ALR  

253 - MOSSBERG SHOTGUN 
US model 500 pump action shotgun. 28” 12g removeable 
choke ribbed barrel with bead sight. Metalwork retains most 
original blue, thinning on the magazine tube. VGC wood-
work with checkering and rubber butt pad. GWO&C ALR  

254 - ESCORT SHOTGUN 
Turkish Escort magnum sporting semi auto shotgun. 28” 
12g ribbed barrel with hi-viz sight. ExC metalwork with 
synthetic furniture. Shotgun includes five multi chokes and 
magazine tube extension. ExWO&C ALR  

255 - REMINGTON BARREL 
26” 12g rifled slug barrel with vent rib for 1100/1187 shot-
gun. VGC  

256 - WINCHESTER BARREL 
26” 12g vent rib barrel with cylinder bore choke for M1500 
XTR shotgun. VGC  

257 - 22-250 AMMO
Bag lot containing approx 180R of 22-250 ammo in original 
S&B brand packets. ExC ALR 

258 - 22-250 AMMO
Bag lot containing approx 175R of 22-250 ammo in original 
Winchester 40R packets. ExC ALR  

259 - 6.8 SPC AMMO & BRASS 
Bag lot containing 50R of Hornady 110gr 6.8mm SPC 
ammo and approx 200R of once fired brass. Ammo in origi-
nal American Gunner 50R packet. ExC ALR  

260 - .38 SPECIAL AMMO 
Wild West .38 special cowboy action ammo. 158gr lead flat 
nose. In original 50R S&B brand packets. ExC ALR 

261 - 7.5x55 AMMUNITION 
100R of 7.5x55 Swiss FMJ 174 gr ammo. In original 50R 
S&B brand packets. ExC  ALR

262 - 25.35 WINCHESTER AMMO 
40R of 25.35 Winchester (6.5x52R) ammo for lever action 
rifles. S&B brand in origianl packets. ExC ALR  

231
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254

B category pistol license holders require a ‘Pinky’ form 
from your club to obtain a permit at the auction venue

250
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263 - .30-06 AMMO 
100R of .30-06 ball ammo. S&B brand in original packets. 
ExC ALR 
 
264 - 308 COLLECTORS AMMO 
Assorted Military 308 Ammo. Approx 60R of Armour 
piercing and 20R of Tracer in chargers. 40R in box for 
L2A2, 40R of drill in box and 40R of Blank Star. FC ALR 
 
265 - ANTI TANK GRENADE CARTRIDGES
100 rifle grenade cartridges in original cardboard outer 
marked 100 cartridges S.A. 303 for NO94 A/TK Grenades 
(ENERGIA) capped cases F.N.57 plus a 20R? tin marked 
CARTRIDGES RIFLE GRENADE .303 INCH BALLIS-
TITE H MARK 12 with 1940 date. VGC ALR

266 - 5-56 BLANK AMMO 
400R of German Dynamite Nobel plastic 5-56mm blank 
ammo in original packets. VGC ALR  

267 - 7X39 BLANK AMMO 
500R of Russian 7.62x39 steel case blank ammunition in 
original packets. ExC ALR  

268 - 7x39 BLANK AMMO 
Same as previous lot. ExC ALR  

269 - COLLECTORS RIFLE AMMO 
Bag lot containing approx 100R of assorted collectors rifle 
ammo with many rare calibers, eg 22 jet- 7.5 F, 219 zipper 
etc. As well as approx 10 pinfire and early cases. GC ALR 

270 - COLLECTORS PISTOL CARTRIDGES
A large bag lot containing approx 150 assorted live pistol 
round, including many early, rare rimfire and centerfire car-
tridges. eg 320, 380, 450, 705 F . 44 Colt. GC ALR

271 - COLT 1908 PISTOL 
Model 1908 hammerless vest/pocket pistol, circa 1926. 
2”.25acp cal barrel, the slide with integral sights and 
marked with Hartford address and last model patent dates, 
Rampant horse as well as COLT AUTOMATIC CALIBRE 
25. Metalwork has most overall blued finish and bright case 
colours to the grip safety, some loss of finish at the muzzle 
from pocket or holster carry and also some loss on the frame 
between the trigger and grip. VGWO&C CLR  

272 - BABY BROWNING PISTOL
A superb example of the famous pocket pistol. 2” .25 acp cal 
barrel, the slide with integral sights is marked with Fabrique 
Nationale Herstal address as well as Belgian proofs also on 
the barrel and frame. Metalwork retains all original bright 
blue. ExC original FN  BABY logo grips. Contained in its 
original green cardboard box: Hard to find a better example 
for the discerning collector, with the early grips and box. 
ExWO&C CLR  

273 - HAENAL MODEL II PISTOL 
Rare and desirable German Schmeisser’s patent pocket pis-
tol, circa 1927-32. 2” .25acp cal barrel with foresight, the 
slide is marked C G HAENAL SUHL, SCHMEISSER’S 
PATENT MODELL II as well as Crown/N proof which 
is also on the frame. Metalwork retains nearly all original 
bright blue with only a few very minor handling marks. ExC 
original Schmeisser marked hard rubber grips. One of the 
smaller and harder to find pocket pistols with smaller di-
mensions than the Baby Browning! ExWO&C CLR  

274 - BERGMAN MODEL 2 PISTOL 
Rare German pocket pistol, circa 1920’s. 2¼” .25acp cal bar-
rel, the slide with integral sight and is marked THEODOR 
BERGMAN, GAGGENAU WAFFENFABRIK SUHL etc. 
The frame slide and barrel are all Crown/N proved. Metal-
work retains near all original blue finish. ExC original Berg-
man logo hard rubber grips. ExWO&C CLR  

275 - ASTRA FIRECAT PISTOL 
Spanish M200 pocket pistol based on the Browning ‘06’ 
pistol. 2¼” .25acp cal barrel, the slide with Astra markings. 
Metalwork retains near all original bright blue finish. ExC 
original faux wood Astra logo plastic grips. Contained in its 
correct but different numbered original cardboard box with 
extra magazine and cleaning rod. ExWO&C CLR  

276 - BASQUE PISTOL 
Unusual semi auto pistol made by Eschasa in Spain and 
marketed as BASQUE for the USA market. Similar size to a 
Walther PPK but in .25acp cal with 3” barrel. Metalwork re-
tains near all original blue. ExC original black plastic grips. 
Seldom do we see pistols this size in .25acp, an unusual 
model for the collector. ExWO&C CLR  

277 - COLT H-BAR RIFLE 
Rare and desirable, circa 1980s, Colt AR15 A2 H BAR 
SPORTER model semi auto rifle. 20” .223 cal heavy bar-
rel with original flashhider, bayonet lug and sights. The re-
ceiver with Colt markings and metalwork has all its original 
parkerised finish. ExC original synthetic stock. Fired less 
than 200R, in hard to find better, as new ExWO&C ELR  

278 - SPAS 12 SHOTGUN 
Rare and collectable Italian dual mode semi auto and pump 
action shotgun, circa 1980’s. 20” 12g barrel with original 
barrel nut, forsight and ventilated shroud with peep sight. 
The receiver is marked SPAS 12-L FRANCHI S.P.A. - 
BRESCIA MADE IN ITALY. Metalwork retains near all its 
original parkerised finish. ExC synthetic furniture complete 
with original sling, cleaning kit and instruction manual. 
ExWO&C ELR  

279 - AR-10 RIFLE 
US Ruger model SR-762 semi auto rifle. 16” .308 cal barrel 
with muzzle brake. Railed forend with original pop up front 
sight and telescoping bi-pod. The receiver is fitted with a 
Burris 4.5-14X42 scope along with a collapsing stock and 
Ergo grip. ExC metalwork. Two 20R PMags and one 20R 
steel mag are included. ExWO&C ELR  

280 - AR-15 RIFLE 
US Spikes Tacticle model ST15 semi auto rifle. 12” .223 
cal barrel with muzzle break, fixed foresight & bayonet lug. 
Receiver is fitted with Troy Industries adjustable rear sight 
& Magpul thumbhole stock & forend in FDE. ExC parker-
ised metalwork. Includes 5 shot magazine. ExWO&C ELR  

281 - AR-15 RIFLE 
US Anderson Arms model AM-15 multi-cal semi auto rifle. 
20” 6.8 SPC cal stainless barrel fitted with muzzle brake, 
low profile gas block and Hogue forend. ExC parkerised re-
ceiver fitted with s thumb hole stock. Includes 5 shot maga-
zine. ExWO&C ALR  

282 - H&K 416 RIFLE 
German manufacture by Walther for H&K .22lr cal AR15 
type rilfe. 15” barrel, the flat top receiver marked H&K 
416D cal .22lr HV. Metalwork with all original finish. ExC 
thumb hole stock in unfired as new ExWO&C ALR  

283 - COLT DRAGOON REVOLVER 
US Colt signature series remake of the 3rd model Dragoon 
percussion revolver, circa 1990’s. 7½ 44 cal octagonal to 
round barrel with Colt New York address. The cylinder with 
rolled engraved scene. Metalwork retains all original blue 
and bright case colours and brass plating to the grip straps 
and trigger guard. ExC original wooden grip. Contained in 
its original box and shipping carton with all paperwork. In 
unfired as new ExWO&C B/CLR  

284 - COLT DRAGOON REVOLVER 
2nd Generation Colt 3rd Model Dragoon percussion revolv-
er, circa 1970s. 7½” .44 cal octagonal to round barrel with re 
shaped front sight, the flat marked ADDRESS SAML COLT 
NEW YORK and the frame Colts patent. Metalwork retains 
nearly all blue and case colours with some handling marks 
and the Indian cylinder scene is sharp. VGC original walnut 
grips. VGWO&C B/CLR  

271
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275

276

277

279

280
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282

283
Estimates - Although we do not print most estimated prices 
we will be happy to provide them for you. Please contact 

Greg on +64 9 579-3771 
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285 - LYMAN PLAINS PISTOL
Italitan made reproduction of a single shot US percussion 
pistol. 8” .50 cal octagonal barrel with sights and near all 
blue case colour lock plate and hammer. ExC wooden half 
stock with brass triggerguard and steel belt hook. Includes 
ram rod. ExWO&C B/CLR  

286 - REPRO MIGUELET PISTOL 
A Spanish Santa Barbara made, circa early 1970s, working 
reproduction of a Spanish Naval Miguelet Flintlock pistol. 
8¾” .64cal octagonal to round blued steel barrel. Full wood 
stock with belt hook and brass furniture, missing ramrod. 
VGWO&C B/CLR  

287 - REPRO MIGUELET PISTOL  
Spanish Santa Barbara made reproduction of a Miguelet 
Flintlock belt pistol. 4” Octagonal to round .56 cal blued 
barrel with near all blue finish. Wooden full stock with brass 
furniture and belt hook. ExWO&C B/CLR  

288 - REPRO POCKET NAVY REVOLVER
Italian Uberti remake of a Colt model 1862 pocket pistol of 
Navy caliber. 5”.36 cal octagonal to round barrel with most 
blue also on the cylinder. Brass frame and straps with case 
coloured small parts. GC original grips. GWO&C B/CLR  

289 - COLT ARMY CASE 
Wooden and green baize lined US style reproduction case 
for a Colt Army percussion revolver, will also fit Navy. In-
cludes flask key and caps etc. GC  

290 - REPRODUCTION POWDER FLASKS 
Five modern made flasks. One Colt Army type, two US 
larger type and two with pattern designs. VGC  

291 - PUMA BOWIE KNIFE 
High quality Solingen Germany made model 116396 Bow-
ie. 16½” cm clip point blade with Puma markings and 13/
RC hardness etc. Steel bolster and antler grip. Includes orig-
inal leather sheath and box, over $400 replacement cost, this 
is a nice collectable knife in unused ExC.  

292 - PUMA WHITE HUNTER KNIFE 
High quality Solingen Germany made white hunter model 
knife similar quality to previous lot but with 16cm Bolo type 
blade, antler handle, leather sheath and box, in unused ExC  

293 - PUMA SKINNER KNIFE
High quality Solingen Germany made skinner model knife 
with 13½ cm blade, antler handle, leather sheath and origi-
nal box, in unused ExC  

294 - MAUSER TARGET RIFLE 
Military Target Rifle built on a Gew 98 action. 28” 6.5x55 
Schultz & Larsen barrel with target sight. Chamber with 
Mauser Obendorf markings and 1917, 1920 dates. Receiver 
is fitted with adjustable aperture sight. Metalwork has near 
all thinning blue. VGC woodwork with some wear and han-
dling marks. VGWO&C ALR  

295 - OMARK TARGET RIFLE 
Australian Sportco Model 44 Omark single shot target rifle. 
26” 308 cal heavy barrel with Parker Hale front and rear tar-
get sights. Metalwork retains most overall finish. GC target 
stock with handling marks. Right hand side of the butt has a 
donation plaque. GWO&C  ALR

296 - HAMMERLI TARGET RIFLE 
Swiss single shot target rifle based on Schmidt Rubin action. 
28” 7.5x55 Swiss cal heavy barrel with target foresight. 
Metalwork with most original thinning blue. Target thumb-
hole stock with handling marks and knocks. G-VGWO&C 
ALR  

297 - ANSCHUTZ TARGET RIFLE 
German model 15 single shot target rifle. 26” .222 cal 
barrel. The receiver is fitted with a 6-24x42 Tasco scope. 
Metalwork retains near all blue. Target stock woodwork 
is in VGC. German proofs on both barrel and receiver. 
ExWO&C ALR  

298 - GLOCK MACHINE PISTOL 
Austrian Glock 18 select fire Machine Pistol. 4½” 9mm cal 
barrel, the slide with adjustable sights and two position se-
lector on the left hand side. Marked Glock 18 Austria 9x19. 
Metalwork retains near all original finish. Polymer Genera-
tion three type frame with finger grooves and includes its 
19R magazine. This is the first of these we have had for sale. 
ExWO&C CLR  

299 - MICRO UZI S.M.G 
Rare and seldom for sale Isreali Military Industries Micro 
Uzi Submachine gun, circa 1980-90s. 5” 9mm cal compen-
sated barrel. The frame with original sights is marked MI-
CRO UZI 9mm PARA IMI and has three postition selector. 
Metalwork retains near all original black finish. VGC steel 
folding stock and plastic grip. Includes its 25R magazine 
and forward pistol grip. ExWO&C CLR  Est$5000-$7000

300 - MINI UZI S.M.G 
Isreali Military Industries submachine gun, circa 1980s. 
8” 9mm compensated barrel. Receiver with original sights 
and marked MINI UZI 9mm IMI etc. Metalwork has near 
all Military black finish. VGC platic grip and forend. Steel 
folding stock and includes its 25R magazine. VGWO&C 
CLR  

301 - SCORPION S.M.G 
Czech M61 silenced submachine gun. 3” .32acp cal original 
barrel fitted with 10½” custom built suppressor that uses a 
collet system to attach to the barrel so the barrel remains 
original. The receiver has original sights, 3 position selector, 
she arsenal mark with 63 date. Metalwork has all arsenal 
grey enamel finish. Steel folding stock with most black paint 
finish. VGC original wooden grip. Includes holster and mag 
pouch with two 20R magazines plus a 10 shot. ExWO&C 
CLR  

302 - UZI MAGAZINES 
Two 32R parkerised Uzi magazines. VGC  

303 - UZI MAGAZINES 
Same as previous lot. VGC  

304 - SCORPION MAGAZINES 
Two 20R .32acp cal magazines for the M61 S.M.G. VGC  

305 - SCORPION MAGAZINES 
Same as previous lot. VGC  

306 - MP5 MAGAZINES 
Two 30R 9mm magazines for the H&K German S.M.G. 
Marked Made in Germany 9mmx19, plus a steel H&K 
branded magazine coupler. VG-ExC  

307 - MP5 SLING 
Original olive green webbing and steel sling for the H&K 
MP5 S.M.G. ExC 

308 - SCORPION EVO3 MAGAZINES
Two 30R black plastic heavy duty magazines for the CZ 
EVO3 9mm S.M.G. These use a heavy duty spring and have 
counting windows. In new ExC  

309 - SCORPION EVO3 MAGAZINES 
Two original 30R 9mm magazines for the CZ Scorpion 
EVO3 S.M.G. Translucent smoke colour and includes a 
plastic coupler. In new ExC  

310 - K98AZ CARBINE 
WWI Imperial German model 98AZ carbine/short rifle. 25” 
8mm cal barrel with original sights and bayonet lug. The 
rear sight is graduated to 2000M. The chamber is marked 
Erfurt 1918 and with ordnance marks and serial number 
which are matching on the bolt and on all visible parts and 
the stock. Metalwork has dark original patina with traces of 
blue. ExC original pistol grip stock with grasping grooves 
and stacking hook. A now hard to find and desirable WWI 
firearm. ExWO&C ALR  
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311 - G98 RIFLE 
WWI Imperial German Gewher 98 rilfe. 30” 8mm cal bar-
rel with original sights and bayonet lug. The rear is gradu-
ated to 2000M on the bed. The chamber is marked Deutehe 
WAFFEN-UND MUNITIONSFABRIKEN BERLIN 1916 
and has proof marks and serial number. The side rail is 
marked Gew 98. Metalwork has thinning blue to the bar-
rel and the receivers bolt correctly finished in the white. 
All serial numbers are matching. VGC original woodwork 
complete with sling and rod. The stock is marked/carved 
MITCHELL under the sight bed and M on the butt which 
is most likely a NZ Soldiers capture mark. VGWO&C ALR  

312 - GEWEHR 88 RIFLE 
Chinese Military issue contract G88 Commission rifle. 30” 
7.92x57 cal barrel with original sights and shroud with minor 
dents. The chamber marks are hard to read but it is Spandau 
manufacture and the rail marked Gew88. Metalwork with 
dark overall blue. GC woodwork with Chinese ordnance 
cartouches and includes rod and swivels. VGWO&C ALR  

313 - MOSIN NAGANT RIFLE
Finish capture Russian Military model 1891 infantry rifle. 
32” 7.62x54R cal barrel with original sights. The rear sight 
has been updated to metric by the Finns. The chamber is 
marked with the Imperial Tula arsenal mark and 1904 date. 
Hexagonal receiver with chamber mark. Metalwork has 
near all original blue VGC Finish capture type modified 
stock with dovetail joint. VGWO&C ALR  

314 - LONG TOM RIFLE
NZ Military Lee Enfield rifle. 30” .303 cal barrel with origi-
nal sights. The wrist marked Crown/VR BSA CO 1901 LE 
I *. Metalwork with dark patina NZ marked woodwork 
with range sight base on left hand side and lobing sight and 
slings. Missing the magazine otherwise. GWO&C ALR  

315 - LONG TOM MAGAZINE 
Original 10 shot magazine for the Lee Enfield rifle. VGC  

316 - G98 SLING
Rare original WWI Gewear 98 rifle sling. Faint Berlin mak-
ers mark and 1916 date. GC  

317 - K98 CLEANING KIT 
WWII German steel ‘cigarette case’ type cleaning kit for the 
Mauser with chain, brush, bottle and tool. VGC 

318 - CZECH 1924 BAYONET
29½ cm blade with ¾ length fullers. Marked csz j. GC  
wooden grips which includes steel scabbard. GC 

319 - PATTERN 53 BAYONET
Enfield musket socket bayonet. 43cm blade marked with se-
rial number which is also on its leather and brass scabbard. 
VGC

320 - SCHNELLFEUER PISTOL 
German Mauser model 712 select fire machine pistol. 5½” 
.30 MAUSER cal barrel with original sight and marked with 
Obendorf address over the chamber and Crown/u proof. The 
rear tangent sight marked to 1000 yards. The frame with 
later type Westinger selector and marked N R and with the 
banner logo. The otherside with Mauser address. Metalwork 
has near all original blue with some mild surface scratch-
ing. ExC original grips missing the lanyard ring. Includes its 
original banner marked 10 shot magazine. ExWO&C CLR 
Est $5000-$6000  

321 - NAZI HIGH POWER PISTOL  
A WWII German issue FN Model 1935 high power pistol, 
circa 1943. 5” 9mm cal barrel marked with Waffen-amt and 
serial number which is matching on the slide and frame. 
The slide is marked FABRIQUE NATIONALE D’ARMES 
DE GUERRE HERSTAL BELGIQUE and Army accept-
ance eagle and WaA140 Waffen-amt code also on the frame. 
Metalwork has typical late war machining marks and near 
all its original blue. ExC original brown faux wood plastic 
grips and includes its original magazine. ExWO&C B/CLR 

322 - WALTHER P38 PISTOL
WWII German semi automatic pistol. 5” 9mm cal barrel 
with original sights. The slide marked P38 ac 44 for Walther 
1944 production as well as Waffen-amt marks also on the 
frame. Metalwork retains near all original Military blued 
finish. All serial numbers are matching. ExC original brown 
bakelite grips and includes its original ac code marked mag-
azine. Hard to find a better example. ExWO&C B/CLR  

323 - 1916 LUGER PISTOL
WWI Imperial German P08 Pistol. 4” 9mm cal barrel with 
original sights and serial number. The chamber dated 1916 
and with ordnance marks. The toggle marked DWM. Met-
alwork has most original blue but shows some holster pin-
pricking at the muzzle, grips and sideplate. The grip strap 
is unit marked 93 R. 5 . 3. (Reserve Infantry Regiment, 5th 
Company, pistol No3). GC original grips with some heavy 
wear near the edge of the right hand side. Includes its origi-
nal 1916 dated and maker marked holster with owners name 
F Dreinholfer written inside the flap. Includes stripping tool 
and extra magazine. G-VGWO&C B/CLR  

324 - SAUER 38H PISTOL 
WWII German pistol. 3½” .32acp cal barrel. The slide with 
safety and fixed sights is unusually without any markings 
and the only marking on the frame is the serial number in 
the 53,000 range. Possibly a late war or GI souvenier gun. 
Metalwork has thin original blue finish. GC original bakelite 
grips and Sauer marked magazine. GWO&C CLR  

325 - WALTHER PP PISTOL  
WWII Nazi German pistol. 3¾” .32acp cal barrel with post 
war British proof markings which is also on the slide and 
frame. The slide is marked with the banner logo and Zella 
Mehlis address Mod PP etc and serial number on the right 
hand side. The Army acceptance eagle below the ejection 
port has been ground off as is the Waffen-amt on the frame 
behind the trigger but you can just make out the 59. Metal-
work has rougher Military finish. VGC original grips. G-
VGWO&C CLR  

326 - WWI PISTOL BOOK 
Central Powers Pistols - The Great War Pistols of Germany 
Austria - Hungry, Turkey and Bulgaria by Jan Still. Hard 
cover, large format, colour photos and 462 pages. An excel-
lent, long out of print reference book. ExC  

327 - WEIMAR LUGER BOOK 
Weimar and Early Nazi Lugers and Thier Accessories by 
Jan Still. Hard cover, large format, B&W photos and 310 
pages. An excellent, long out of print reference book. ExC  

328 - LUGER PROOF MARK BOOK 
World of Lugers Proof Marks by Costanzo Vol 1 signed by 
the authour. This hard cover, large format book is very hard 
to find and covers all markings in great details and a must 
have for the Luger collector. ExC  

329 - LUGER HOLSTER 
WWI hard shell holster for the P08 pistol. Dark brown col-
our. The inside of the flap is Berlin maker marked, 1917 
dated as well as a unit mark ink stamping. ExC  

330 - POLISH B.A.R
A scarce Polish first variation of WZ.28 licensed copy of the 
browing automatic rifle, circa 1930’s. 24” 8mm cal barrel 
with flash hider original sight without hood and has cooling 
ribs and AA sight base. This is the second type barrel which 
were retrofitted to the gun, the receiver is Polish made with 
original sight and marked on the selector ROB. Unusually 
there is no Polish crest on top of the receiver, nore sign of 
one being removed, but there is a 1cm size area of punch 
marks weher a marking has been removed. Possibly a 
Waffen-amt as these guns were used by the Germans. There 
is a similar mark on the side of the barrel which has the Pol-
ish EK and no. mark. Metalwork retains most finish on the 
left hand side but has an area of pitting on the right hand side 
where it has layed. GC original type one woodwork with 
slings. Complete with its original bipod. G-VGWO&C CLR  
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331 - MKI BREN GUN 
WWII British MKI Bren light machine gun. 24” .303 cal 
MKI barrel with grey metal flash hider, sight and carry han-
dle. The receiver with original dial sight is marked MKI En-
field England manufacture logo and 1944 date. Metalwork 
has most overall original black Military enamel type finish 
with handling scratches. GC original woodwork and MKII 
non adjustable bipod. GWO&C CLR  

332 - BREN DRUM MAGAZINE 
Very rare WWII period 100R drum magazine for the British 
Bren gun. The magazine is marked WIND with direction 
arrow and has its original webbing handle and all original 
finish also included is its original wooden and steel loading 
block used to mount the magazine during reloading, original 
winding tool plus mounting bracket for the gun. The mount-
ing bracket is a faithful reproduction. ExWO&C  

333 - SS DAGGER 
Nazi German WWII SS Honour dagger. 22cm blade marked 
with motto - Meine Ehre heist Treve and RZM logo and 
M7/68 RZM 1316/405S which is the RZM code for Tiger-
werk Lauterjung & Co Solinger and the contract code. The 
blade has minor scattered staining to both sides. The alloy 
guards have lost nearly all plating but have nice fit to the 
grip which has a bruise near the eagle, complete with ano-
dised steel scabbard. GC  

334 - RED CROSS DAGGER 
Nazi German Red Cross EM Hewer . 27½ cm blunt saw 
back polished blade without staining and GES GES-
CHUTZT makers mark on the ricasso. VGC original bake-
lite grips and alloy metal fittings. The scabbard is loosing 
some of its original painted finish at the base as well as the 
nickel, otherwise VGC  

335 - LUFTWAFFE DAGGER  
Nazi German second model Airforce dagger. 25½ cm blade 
marked WKC SOLINGEN and with Knights Head logo the 
blade is in ExC with only a couple of very minor speckle 
stains. ExC alloy pommel with Swastikas. Burnt orange 
celluloid handle with springy wire wrap. Laffwaffe eagle 
crossguard with pebble grain back, has nice detail. VGC 
blackened steel scabbard with pebble grain finish. ExC 

336 - KRIEGSMARINE DAGGER 
Nazi German second model Naval dagger. 25cm blade with 
WKC Knights Head logo and felt buffer. The blade is with-
out the anchor and leaf etching design. Brass pommel with 
eagle and Swastika motif. Ivory coloured celluloid handle 
with twisted wire. Brass cross guard with anchor design, re-
tains some of the guilt finish to the top and bottom surfaces. 
ExC hammer finished scabbard without dents. ExC  

337 - PARATROOPER AWARD 
Luftwaffe paratrooper badge. CE JUNCKER makers mark 
on the back. Convex shape retaining near all gold and silver 
gilt. ExC  

338 - BOMBER CLASP 
WWII Luftwaffe Squadron clasp for Bomber Pilots. G H 
Osang makers mark and retains nearly all its gilt finish. ExC  

339 - MARKSMANS LANYARD 
WWII German Army Marksmans lanyard. Second type with 
crossed swords. Aluminium threaded construction. ExC  

340 - MOUNTAIN ANORAK 
WWII German Mountain troops Anorak. Reversable green 
and white/green flap marked O/0750/6170 111 M43/. Riv-
ets and metal parts show rust stains but the cloth shows no 
wear, possibly unissued. ExC 

341 - AFRIKA KORPS JACKET 
German Tropical/Afrika Korps light weight jacket. Small 
size with several small wear holes and missing fire bottons 
and all insignia removed. FC  

342 - US M14 RIFLE 
US Military original M14 automatic rifle. 21” .308 cal bar-
rel with original flash hider and bayonet lug. The receiver 
with original rear sight is marked with the TRW logo for 
Thompson - Ramo - Woolridge manufacture as well as US 
RIFLE 7.62MM M14 and serial number which is electro 
pencil marked on the bolt. Metalwork has near all parker-
ised finish with a small area of staining on the tang. The 
selector lever and connection have been removed to modify 
to semi auto. GC original fibreglass stock complete with 
swivels and 20R magazine. G-VGWO&C ELR  

343 - COLT M16 RIFLE 
US Colt M16A1 cal barrel with original flash hider, sights 
and bayonet lug. The receiver with forward assist and is 
marked COLT M16A1 and Hartford address etc. Metalwork 
retains all original parkerised finish. ExC synthetic furniture 
with triangular forend and includes its Colt marked maga-
zine. In as issued unfired ExWO&C CLR  

344 - IDS M4 RIFLE
High quality British made Imperial Defence Services vari-
ant of the M4 (M-16) rifle. 14” 5.56 cal barrel with flash 
hider, triangular fore sight and bayonet lug and detachable 
carry handle rear sight. Receiver is marked IDS MG4A5. 
Three position selector switch. ExC parkerised finish and 
synthetic furniture. Includes 30R steel magazine. ExWO&C 
CLR  

345 - AT4 RECOILESS RIFLE 
US M136 AT4 single use 84mm High Explosive Anti-Tank 
weapon. This unit has been used but trigger, sights and 
safety all function correctly and all instructions and mark-
ings are present, complete with sling. This is the only one of 
these we have seen and they are extremely hard to get and 
would make a great addition for the US collector. ExC CLR  

346 - VIETNAM TRAINING RIFLE 
Original US Military Vietnam era ‘Rubber Duck’ M16A1 
training rifle. Full size and weight, made of black hard rub-
ber marked like the original Colt AR-15 PROPERTY OF 
THE US GOVT M16A1 etc and has the early prong flash 
hider. Stock marked TSO-FG D-9-1109. Some mould marks 
around the hard guard. VGC NLR 

347 - M14 BAYONET 
US M6 bayonet for the M14 rifle. Imperial makers mark, 
most blue finish and complete with M8 scabbard. VGC 

348 - M16 BAYONET 
US Military M7 bayonet 17cm parkerised blade with thin-
ning finish. Guard marked US M7 IMPERIAL. GC plastic 
grips and has its sand painted M8A1 scabbard. GC  

349 - COLT ACE CONVERSION KIT 
Vintage, circa mid 20th Century, .22lr conversion kit for the 
1911 Pistol. The slide with adjustable sights and is marked 
on one side Colt service model conversion ACE 22 LONG 
RIFLE UNIT 22-45 and the other side with Colt markings. 
Includes all parts including its 50/50 blued ACE marked 
magazine. Near all original blue thinning on the edges. 
VGWO&C B/CLR  

350 - CZ ORANGE PISTOL 
Czech model 75 SP01 Orange edition semi auto pistol. 4.5” 
9mm cal barrel. Slide fitted with fibre optic foresight. ExC 
metalwork with like new finish. Grip handle is fitted with 
the orange edition aluminium grip panels. The pistol in-
cludes original case with spring kit, buffers and three 18R 
magazines. Pistol in like new ExWO&C B/CLR  

351 - SIG 226 PISTOL 
German made model P226 semi auto pistol. 5” 9mm cal 
threaded barrel. Slide is fitted with fibre optic front sight 
and tritium rear sight. The grip handle has beeen fitted with 
a Crimson Trace laser grip. ExC metalwork with near all fin-
ish. Pistol includes original case along with two 15R maga-
zines and an extra non threaded barrel. ExWO&C BLR  
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352 - CZ85 PISTOL 
Late model Czech semi auto pistol. 4½” 9mm cal barrel, 
slide with adjustable sights and marked CZ85 Combat etc. 
Frame with ambidextrous controls. Metalwork retains all 
original finish. ExC original black plastic grips. Includes its 
original box plus two extra magazines. Appears unused in as 
new ExWO&C B/CLR  

353 - GLOCK 36 PISTOL 
5” .40 S&W cal barrel, open top slide with adjustable 
sights, Glock markings and retains near all original finish. 
Polymer frame in ExC includes box with 6 extra magazines. 
ExWO&C B/CLR  

354 - RUGER MKII PISTOL  
6”.22lr cal round barrel with fixed sights. Metalwork with 
all original blue. ExC original grips. Includes original box 
and extra magazine. In unfired like new ExWO&C B/CLR  

355 - MARLIN RIFLE 
US model MXLR Marlin lever action rifle. 18” 308 Marlin 
Express cal stainless barrel with original sights and ¾ maga-
zine. VGC stainless metalwork. Laminated stocks in VGC 
with some minor handling marks. Rifle includes one 20R 
packet of Hornady ammo. ExWO&C ALR  

356 - MARLIN 336W RIFLE 
US lever action rifle. 20” .30-30 cal barrel with original 
sights. Receiver is fitted with Back Country 3-9x40 scope. 
Metalwork retains near all original blue. Woodwork in ExC 
with some minor handling marks. ExWO&C ALR  

357 - ROSSI PUMA RIFLE 
Brazilian copy of the model 92 lever action rifle. 19” .357 
mag cal barrel with full length magazine and original buck-
horn adjustable sights. Metalwork retains all original blue 
with slight scratch on the right hand side of receiver. ExC 
wood stocks. ExWO&C ALR  

358 - REMINGTON 7615 RIFLE
US pump action rifle. 16”.223/.556 cal barrel. The re-
ceiver is fitted with a weaver rail. Metalwork has near all 
parkerised finish. Synthetic furniture is in VGC with sling 
swivel studs. Comes with its original 5 shot box magazine. 
ExWO&C ALR  

359 - BETTINSOLI SHOTGUN 
Italian Bettinsoli Diamond 2001 over/under shotgun. 27 ½” 
12g ribbed multi choke barrel with 3” chambers and fibre 
optic fore sight. The receiver is nicely engraved with a bird 
scene on both sides, a hunting dog on the bottom and floral 
pattern throughout. Metalwork retains all original blue. ExC 
checkered walnut stocks. Includes three extra chokes CL, 
IC, IM. Gun is in like new ExWO&C ALR  

360 - SABATI SHOTGUN 
Italian Lu-Mar 12g over and under shotgun. 27” barrels with 
full and ¾ chokes. Single trigger ejector action with bird 
scene engraving and near all blue to the barrels. VGC wood-
work. ExWO&C ALR 
 
361 - SMALL ARMS OF THE WORLD BOOK 
9th Edition (1969) of this invaluable reference book cover-
ing all countries with indepth study of WWII firearms. Hard 
cover, large format and B&W photos with 768 pages. VGC  

362 - COLT BOOK 
Colt Firearms by Serven. Hard cover, large format, 400 pag-
es, B&W photos. Excellent reference covering all models 
up to approx 1970. ExC  

363 - COM BLOCK ACCESSORIES 
A bag lot containing assorted Eastern block rifle accessories 
including two cleaning kits, five slings and several small 
tools and oil bottles. VGC  

364 - LARGE FLICK KNIFE 
Large size Chech Nikov brand flick knife. 9½ cm speer 
point stainless blade. Dark wooden grips. VGC  

365 - TWO FLICK KNIVES
West German Solingen small flick knife. 6cm clip point 
blade with makers mark, nickel silver bolsters and brown 
micarta handle, plus a similar size un branded flick knife 
with dark wooden handles. VGC  

366 - TWO WEBLEY AIR PISTOLS
Webley senior 177 cal post war model with most bright blue 
and faux wood grips in GWO&C, plus a Webley MKI which 
won’t cock and has dark patina and original wood grips. GC 
& GWO&C NLR  

367 - HW40 AIR PISTOL 
German Weihrauch single shot .177 target pistol black poly-
mer frame and break action in as new ExWO&C NLR  

368 - GAMO AIR RIFLE
Model 73 .177 air rifle fitted with 4x32 scope. Near all blue 
and ExC wood stock. ExWO&C NLR  

369 - TWO GAMO AIRGUNS 
A Gamo Expo 26 .177 air rifle with 4x32 scope plus a single 
shot target air pistol. GWO&C ALR  

370 - GAMO AIR RIFLE 
.177 cal bb repeating air rifle with inline magazine on top of 
the pistol grip action. Faux wood grip and stock. GWO&C 
NLR  

371 - EAST GERMAN AK74 RIFLE
East German MPIK745 Cold War folding stock varient of 
the AK74. 18” 5.45x39 cal barrel with original flash hider, 
sights and bayonet lug. The receiver with side scope mount 
rail and three position selector. Metalwork has near all Mili-
tary black enamel finish with some minor handling scratch-
es. VGC faux wood plastic furniture and magazine. Also 
includes a camo four cell magazine pouch and medium size 
light weight field jacket both in East German camo. VG-
ExWO&C CLR  

372 - ROMANIAN AKM RIFLE 
Romanian Cold War era PM model 63 variant of the AKM. 
16” 7x39 cal barrel with original muzzle break, flash hider 
and sights. Pressed steel receiver with 1986 and triangle ar-
senal mark. Metalwork has most original parkerised finish. 
VGC original laminate wood butt stock and forward pistol 
grip with faux wood grip and includes its 30R magazine. 
Includes an original pouch with four extra mags and the 
original bayonet. ExWO&C CLR  

373 - VZ58 RIFLE 
Czech Cold War rifle. 15” 7x39 cal barrel with original 
sights and bayonet lug and marked with she arsenal mark 
and 1960 date. Receiver with three position selector, metal-
work has near all original Military enamel grey finish. VGC 
original resin wood furniture and includes its 30R magazine. 
ExWO&C CLR  

374 - FEG MAGAZINE 
30R .556 cal magazine for the Hungarian N8M81 rifle plus 
an original leather sling both in as issued. ExC  

375 - VZ58 MAGAZINES
Three 30R magazines for the Czech 7x39 cal rifle. Con-
tained in the original leather pouch with webbing rifle sling. 
VGC  

376 - AKM MAG & POUCH
30R 7x39 Russian AKM magazine and pale green webbing 
pouch. The pouch contains a nagant style oil bottle and four 
magazine chargers/stripper clips. VGC  

377 - AK GRENADE LAUNCHER 
Polish Pallad NZ 1974 under barrel grenade launcher to fit 
AKM rifles. 40x47mm cartridge. Near all original finish, 
ordnance marked. Complete with sight and webbing transit 
case. ExWO&C CLR  
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378 - FNFAL RIFLE 
Belgian made automatic rifle. 21” .308 cal barrel correctly 
without flash hider and fitted with original bayonet with 
flash hider prongs and includes original scabbard. The re-
ceiver with original sight, FN Herstal address and 3 position 
selector. Metalwork with near all Military black finish. GC 
synthetic forend, pistol grip and carry handle and the butt 
stock is a wooden variant. Includes its bayonet and 20 shot 
magazine. VGWO&C CLR  

379 - FN FAL MAG 
20R magazine for the .308 cal FNFAL rifle. Near all finish. 
VGC  

380 - L4A1 MAGAZINE 
30 shot 308 magazine to suit the L4/L1A1/2 firearms, near 
all black enamel finish. ExC  

381 - VINTAGE WALTHER RIFLE 
Pre WWII Walther sport model target rifle. 26”.22lr heavy 
barrel with original sights and marked Sport Model and 
Walther banner. The receiver with ⅜ dovetail marked in 
script with Zella Mehlis address. Metalwork with near 
all original blue starting to dull. VGC chequered original 
woodwork with rubber pad that needs replacing, otherwise 
VG-ExWO&C ALR  

382 - ANSCHUTZ MINI CLAY TARGET RIFLE 
Unusual bolt action .22lr smooth bore rifle for use with shot 
cartridges. 23” barrel with bead sight and Anschutz mark-
ings etc. Action with intergral scope groove and 5 shot box 
magazine. Metalwork retains near all original blue. ExC 
woodwork in near new ExWO&C ALR  

383 - ANSCHUTZ .22 RIFLE 
German single shot .22 rifle in the style of a Mauser K98. 
23” .22lr cal barrel with foresight receiver with Anschutz 
markings and fitted with factory target diopter sight. Met-
alwork retains near all original blue finish. ExC original 
woodwork. ExWO&C ALR  

384 - VOERE RIFLE
German Voere bolt action rifle. 21” .22 cal threaded barrel. 
Receiver is fitted with a High Country 4-16x42 scope. Bar-
rel has front sight and sighthood. Metalwork retains most 
original blue. ExC deluxe wooden stock. Includes its 5R 
magazine and rear adjustable sight. ExWO&C ALR  

385 - BRNO 581 RIFLE 
Vintage, circa 1961, Czech semi auto rifle. 21” .22lr cal bar-
rel missing rear sight and front blade. Receiver fitted with 
4x42 scope. Metalwork has most original blue with an area 
missing on the left hand side of the receiver. Original wood-
work with handling marks, has had the butt plate removed 
and been lengthend. GWO&C ALR  

386 - VOERE MAGAZINES ETC 
One 10R plus one 5R magazine for the German bolt action 
rifle plus two silencers. VGC  

387 - SLR MAGAZINES  
Two 20R magazines for the L1A1 .308 cal rifle, thinning 
finish. GC  

388 - TYPE 63/68 MAGAZINE 
Rare 20R plastic 7x39 cal magazine for the Chinese military 
rifle. VGC  

389 - BERETTA MODEL 4 S.M.G 
Italian Submachine gun based on the model 38 and known 
as the Model 4 or M38/49. 8½” 9mm cal compensated bar-
rel with original sights. The receiver marked with Italian 
proofs and MOSCH AUTOM ‘BERETTA MOD 4 CAL 
9-1960. The receiver has cross bolt safety and twin triggers 
for semi and full auto. Metalwork is in superb condition re-
taining all original bright blue finish. ExC original wooden 
stock. In as issued ExWO&C CLR  

390 - STEYR MPI69 S.M.G  
Austrian Submachine gun, circa 1970-80's. 10” 9mm 
cal barrel. The receiver with original sights and marked 
STEYR-DAMLER etc. Metalwork retains near all original 
parkerised finish. ExC synthetic one piece polymer frame 
and grip with 32R magazine and steel wire stock. ExWO&C 
CLR  

391 - CHINESE STEN GUN  
WWII Chinese Military issue MKII Sten Gun. 8” 9mm cal 
barrel with MK5 sight step and British proofs. The maga-
zine well is marked in Chinese - Sten Hand Carry and the 
underside STEN MKII LONG BRANCH 1944. Metalwork 
has overall thinning black enamel finish fitted with T type 
stock and two magazines. GWO&C CLR 

392 - C96 CARBINE 
A reproduction of a Mauser C96 carbine built from a C96 
pistol. 16” .30 MAUSER cal barrel with Obendorf mark-
ing on the chamber as well as on the right hand side of the 
frame. Metalwork retains all of its refinish. Custom built 
butt stock and forend with sling swivels. VGWO&C B/CLR  

393 - COLT NEW SERVICE REVOLVER  
US double action revolver, circa 1914. 5½”.455 cal barrel 
marked with Hartford address and NEW SERVICE 455 
ELEY and London proofs also on the frame and cylinder 
flutes. Metalwork retains most original bright blue thinning 
at the muzzle and the top strap consistant with holster wear 
(most likely WWI private purchase). ExC original hard rub-
ber Colt logo grips with lanyard ring. VGWO&C B/CLR  

394 - MK6 WEBLEY REVOLVER 
WWI British Military revolver. 6” .455 cal barrel with Ord-
nance and Enfield marks. The left hand side of the frame has 
some pitting around the patent mark and the date is hard to 
make out but appears to be 1918. Most overall dulling blue 
with pin pricking on the trigger guard. Original grips with 
chip out of the base of one grip. F-GWO&C B/CLR  

395 - COLT 1911 PISTOL 
WWI US Military issue Colt 1911 pistol, circa 1918. 5” 
.45acp cal barrel with replacement foresight, the slide 
marked with Colt rampant horse logo and patent informa-
tion as well as MODEL OF 1911 U.S ARMY. The frame 
marked UNITED STATES PROPERTY and inspectors 
mark etc. Metalwork has near all re blue finish with some 
scratching. The grips are WWII style brown plastic type. 
Includes its pre WWII commercial magazine. GWO&C B/
CLR  

396 - TOKAREV TT33 PISTOL 
WWII Soviet pistol modified to 9mm parabellum cal. 4½” 
barrel, slide with 1941 date and serial number matching on 
the frame. Metalwork has near all arsenal type reblue. VGC 
checkered wooden grips. VGWO&C B/CLR  

397 - S&W VICTORY REVOLVER 
WWII period Australian Military issue revolver. 5”.38 
S&W cal barrel marked with Smith & Wesson markings and 
UNITED STATES PROPERTY. The frame with logo and   
D↑D markings. Metalwork has most overall parkerised war-
time finish, thinning on the edges. GC original grips with 
lanyard ring. VGWO&C B/CLR 

398 - GERMAN MODEL 1873 SABRE 
WWI German Artillery Sabre. 76cm blade with twin fullers 
and the spine with W16 proof for 1916 the steel guard has a 
unit mark 4.R.R.12.36 and on the otherside a 1920 re-issue 
date. GC wooden grip and includes its black steel scabbard 
with different unit markings. VGC  

399 - GERMAN SABRE 
German Officers Sabre. 87cm curved blade with near all 
plating and marked with F W Holler makers logo. Celluloid 
and wire grip with basic plain plated guard without Swas-
tika or motif. Includes its drawn tube steel Army type scab-
bard. VGC  
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400 - US MOD 1860 OFFICERS SWORD 
77cm spear point polished blade without markings. Leather 
over wood grip with brass wire wrap. Cast hilt and guard 
with US eagle. Includes scabbard. ExC  

401 - FRENCH NAPOLEONIC DRESS SWORD 
Officers dress sword. 67cm triangular blade with etched de-
sign near the hilt, retains most gilt and is marked with the 
Napoleonic N which has been drilled through the center. GC  

402 - REPRODUCTION POLISH SABRE 
Repro of a Polish VZ2I sword. 84cm etched blade, brass and 
leather hilt. Some staining to the blade and scabbard. GC  

403 - SWORD CANE 
Small sword cane, 77cm overall length and 64cm blade. FC  

404 - INDIAN TULLWAH
78cm curved blade with flat spine and thin ¾ fullers. Steel 
guard and grip. Complete with Webbing Military type 
sheath. VGC  

405 - CHINESE SWORD 
All bone construction, including the blade. 65cm overall 
length with scrimsha designs. The blade is 33 cm long, also 
bone. GC  

406 - PERSIAN DAGGER 
Antique Persian Jambiya. 19cm curved blade with central 
rib. The handle is made of Amber with Eastern silver ferrels. 
Complete with original sheath. VGC  

407 - KHUKRI 
Nice quality Indian tourist style Khukri. 19cm blade with 
decoration. Alloy hilt with brass band. Complete with be-
jewelled blue velvet scabbard, good weight. VGC  

409 - COLT GOLDEN SPIKE REVOLVER
Commemorative Colt single action revolver for the Trans-
continental Railway. 6” .22lr cal barrel marked Colt Single 
Action Frontier Scout .22lr 1869-GOLDEN SPIKE-1969. 
Metalwork retains all its original blue and gold finishes to 
the cylinder, hammer, trigger ejector etc. Contained in its 
original Deluxe carved wooden case with golden railway 
spike and paperwork. ExWO&C B/CLR  

410 - REMINGTON DERINGER 
Antique, circa 1868, No 2 model double barrel Deringer. 
3” .41rf short cal barrel with extractor and marked on top 
with two line address. E REMINGTON & SON ILLION 
N.Y ELLIOTS PATENT DEC 11TH 1865. Metalwork with 
factory engraving to the frame and barrel retains near all 
its original nicklel finish. ExC original rosewood grips. 
ExWO&C CLR 

411 - REMINGTON SMOOT REVOLVER 
Antique US, circa 1880s, new model No3 revolver. 3 ¾”oc-
tagonal .38CF cal barrel marked E REMINGTON & SONS 
and SMOOT PATENT etc. Metalwork retains near all origi-
nal nickel finish. ExC original hard rubber grips. ExWO&C 
CLR  

412 - MOORES PATENT REVOLVER 
Antique National Company Teet fire revolver, circa 1864-
70. 3¼” .32TF cal barrel marked NATIONAL ARMS CO 
BROOKLYN, N.Y. and foliate engraving also on the cyl-
inder and brass frame. Metalwork has dark grey patina and 
all of the silver plate has gone from the frame. GC original 
walnut grips. GWO&C NLR  

413 - WHITNEY REVOLVER 
Antique US Whitney model No1 spur trigger revolver. 3 
⅛”.22RF octagonal barrel marked WHITNEYVILLE AR-
MOURY CT USA. Metalwork has dark overall patina with 
areas of original blue and the brass frame has nice original 
aged patina. VGC original rosewood grips. VGWO&C CLR 

414 - BULLDOG REVOLVER 
Unnamed most likely German made pocket Bulldog revolv-
er, circa early 20th Century. 2½” .32 cal octagonal barrel 
marked with German Nitro proofs. The top strap is marked 
CAL 7.65. Frame with folding trigger and safety. Metal-
work has dark grey patina. ExC original hand rubber grips. 
Action is strong. VGWO&C CLR  

415 - SPUR TRIGGER TRANTER
English antique single action revolver. 3” Octagonal .280 
cal octagonal barrel with Birmingham proofs and most blue 
finish, brass frame with engraved nickel silver finish thin-
ning on the edges and also on the top strap. VGC chequered 
grips. VGWO&C CLR  

416 - TRANTER TARGET PISTOL
An antique single shot spur trigger pistol. 6” .320 cal barrel 
marked with Birmingham proofs and retailers name THOS 
TURNER FISHER ST BIRMINGHAM. The frame with 
Tranters patent mark. Metalwork has nearly all the original 
charcoal blue to the barrel but thinning on the leading edges. 
The case coloured frame has faded mostly to a dark patina. 
VGC one piece finely checkered walnut grip. VGWO&C 
B/CLR  

417 - SIG P90 RIFLE 
Ex Swiss Military P90/550 rifle modified by the Swiss Mili-
tary for domestic commercial sale to semi automatic. 20” 
.556 cal barrel. Receiver with original sights and marked 
with Swiss Cross over the chamber. Metalwork has near 
all original green/grey finish with light handling scratches. 
VGC original green synthetic furniture with bipod forend, 
20R magazine and sling. ExWO&C ELR  

418 - G1 RIFLE 
Ex West German Military modified to semi automatic ver-
sion of the FNFAL rifle. 20” .308 cal barrel with original 
detachable flash hider and sights. The receiver marked Gew. 
Kal 7.62mm F.N as well as FN Herstal address. Metalwork 
has near all Military black finish. ExC original wooden 
stock and grip. Steel forend with folding bipod and has 
original carry handle. Includes its 20R magazine plus a cut 
down magazine and an extra dust cover with scope mount. 
ExWO&C ELR  

419 - AG42B RIFLE 
Swedish Military semi automatic Ljungman rifle. 25” 
6.5x55 cal barrel with original sights and muzzle break. The 
receiver with 1945 date and Swedish arsenal marks. Met-
alwork has near all over Military black blue finish and has 
Swedish proof on top of the barrel. ExC original woodwork 
complete with its 10R magazine. ExWO&C ELR  

420 - NEA AR-15 RIFLE 
Semi Auto AR-15 rifle with VLTOR upper. 16”.223 cal bar-
rel with muzzle brake. Receiver with intergrated picatinny 
quad rails and Troy Industries handguards. Alloy metalwork 
in ExC. Rifle has A-cat thumbhole stock. Includes 5 shot 
magazine. ExWO&C ALR  

421 - AR-15 RIFLE 
Chinese CJA model CR223 semi auto rifle. Fixed carry 
handle Bushmaster upper receiver with rail adapter fitted. 
Parkerised metalwork in VGC. Rifle is fitted with thumb-
hole stock and includes 5 shot magazine. ExWO&C ALR  
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408 - COLT BISLEY REVOLVER 
A fine cased example of the Colt Bisley model flat top target 
revolver, circa 1900. 7 ½” .455 Eley cal barrel with correct 
target front sight. Colt Hartford address on the top and Bis-
ley model 455 Eley on the side. The flat top frame has cor-
rect dovetail rear sight and two line patent dates Metalwork 
has most original blue plus traces of case colours on the 
hammer. ExC original hard rubber grips also with rampant 
horse logo. Cased in its VGC green baize lined case with 
some chips on the inner lip. Colt Picadilly Circus trade label 
in the lid plus brass oil bottle, cleaning rod, screw driver and 
a copy of the Colt factory letter. This is a very rare Colt sin-
gle action with only a total production of 976 and only 196 
in this caliber! A unique opportunity for the Colt collector. 
ExWO&C B/CLR  Est. $7500-$10000
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422 - VORTEX SCOPE 
High quality Razor HD model 1-6x24 power Japanese made 
optic and factory cantilever mount. In like new ExC  

423 - HENSOLDT G3 SCOPE
Original ex German Military FERO-Z24 optic and quick 
detachable claw mount for the Heckler & Koch G3 rifle. 
Includes original box with accessories. In as issued ExC  

424 - REDFIELD SCOPE 
4-12 Power Paralax adjustable scope with black gloss fin-
ish. GC  

425 - M14 MAGAZINE 
20R .308 magazine for the M14 rifle. Parkerised finish. ExC 
 
426 - MINI 14 MAGAZINE
20R .223 cal magazine for the Ruger rifle. Near all blue and 
marked MINI 14. ExC  

427 - WINCHESTER ‘92  RIFLE 
Lever action rifle, circa 1913. 24” 32.20 cal round barrel 
with half length magazine and original sights. The tang is 
marked MODEL 1892 - WINCHESTER - ETC. Metalwork 
has most blue to the barrel thinning towards the muzzle and 
the action has grey metal patina and thin case colours on the 
small parts. VGC original woodwork. G-VGWO&C ALR  

428 - WINCHESTER ‘92 RIFLE 
Antique, circa 1915, lever action rifle. 24” 32-20 cal round 
barrel with ½ magazine and Winchester markings and origi-
nal sights. Receiver with saddle ring. Metalwork with grey 
patina and areas of pitting. FC woodwork. FWO&C ALR  

429 - GOLDEN SPIKE RIFLE 
US Winchester model 94 Commemorative lever action rifle, 
circa 1969. 20” .30-30 cal barrel with full length magazine 
and original sights. The receiver has a saddle ring and is 
gold plated with an engraved image of the golden spike and 
dates. The finish shows wear on the leading edges of the 
receiver and barrel bands. Rifle retains near all original blue. 
Woodwork is in GC with some handling marks. VGWO&C 
ALR  

430 - WINCHESTER RIFLE 
US model 06 pump action rifle. 20” .22 cal barrel with origi-
nal sights and full length magazine. Metalwork with dark to 
grey patina. Woodwork in F-GC with a small crack in the 
grip and handling marks. GWO&C ALR  

431 - BROWNING TROMBONE RIFLE 
FN Browning Trombone pump action rifle. 21” .22 cal bar-
rel with original sights. Metalwork with brown patina show-
ing signs of pinpricking and pitting on receiver and barrel. 
Woodwork has split in stock grip which appears to have had 
a basic repair. FWO&C ALR  

432 - REMINGTON MODEL 12 RIFLE
Pump action .22 short and 22 long rifle. 24” Octagonal bar-
rel with original adjustable open sights and tube magazine. 
Barrel marked with Remington address and patent dates. 
Metalwork has dark brown patina with mild staining. Wood-
work has handling marks but in otherwise very good condi-
tion. VGWO&C ALR  

433 - REPRO SHARPS RIFLE 
Italian Pedersoli remake of the US model 1874 Sporting 
rilfe. 31” 45/70 cal blued octagonal blue barrel with target 
and buck horn sights, the tang with apperture sight, case col-
our hardend action with twin set triggers. Metalwork retains 
near all original finish. ExC original woodwork, includes 
assorted front sight blades, in as new ExWO&C ALR  

434 - KENTUCKY RIFLE 
Percussion reproduction percussion Kentucky rifle by NZ 
Gun maker Tony Hawken. 28” .50 cal octagonal barrel 
with sights and marked HAWKEN plus Dickar Spain 50 
cal. Metalwork with thinning blue to the barrel and case 
coloured lock with twin set triggers. VGC woodwork with 
brass furniture. VGWO&C ALR  

435 - BROWNING HIGH POWER PISTOL 
Belgian model L35 semi automatic pistol, circa 1970s. 7.65 
Parabellum (30 luger) cal barrel, slide with fixed sights and 
marked Made in Belgium by FN etc and Utah and Montreal 
address. Frame with spur hammer. Metalwork retains nearly 
all original bright blue. ExC original grips. Hard to find in 
this caliber and built for the European market where 9mm 
was banned from public sale. ExWO&C B/CLR  

436- CONGO HIGH POWER PISTOL
An unusual Browning high power pistol made for the Bel-
gian Congo Force Publique. 4½” 9mm cal barrel, the slide 
with fixed sights, early type non visible extracter and is 
marked with FN de Guerre Herstal address as well as the 
Belgian Congo crest and FP 1957. The hammer has been 
modified from its original circular design to a spur type and 
the lanyard ring removed. Metalwork has most overall origi-
nal blue finish but has all over handling marks and thinning 
at the edges and grip strap. VGC original wooden grips. G-
VGWO&C B/CLR  

437 - BROWNING 1910/22 PISTOL
4¼” .32acp cal barrel with original sights, slide with FN 
Herstal address as well as Belgian proofs also on the frame 
and barrel. All serial numbers are matching and metalwork 
retains near all original finish. ExC original hard rubber 
grips with lanyard ring at the base. Hard to find better. 
ExWO&C B/CLR  

438 - BROWNING 1910 PISTOL
Belgian semi auto pistol. 3½” .32 acp cal barrel, the slide 
with integral sights and FN Herstal address. Metalwork with 
near all original blued finish showing slight wear to the grip 
straps and a few scratches. ExC hard rubber FN logo grips. 
ExWO&C CLR  

439 - SWEDISH 07 PISTOL 
Swedish Military model 1907 semi auto pistol. 5” 9mm 
Browning Long cal barrel. The slide marked HUSQVARNA 
etc. Metalwork with near all Military finish. ExC original 
hard rubber grips with Swedish Crown and lanyard ring. 
ExWO&C B/CLR  

440 - BROWNING 1906 PISTOL
Belgian semi auto pocket pistol. 2”.25 acp cal barrel, the 
slide with FN Herstal address. Metalwork has overall blue 
speckle staining to most of the gun. GC FN logo hard rubber 
grips. Missing firing pin and follower. GC CLR 

441 - P14 RIFLE
WWI British Enfield P14 bolt action rifle. 27” .303 cal bar-
rel with original sights and bayonet lug. The chamber with 
Winchester manufacture W prefix and the side rail has broad 
arrow and ordnance marks. The bolt has matching serial 
number to the gun and metalwork has most overall original 
blue. VGC woodwork missing the lobbing sight and front 
swivel. VGWO&C ALR  

442 - LEE ENFIELD NO4 RIFLE 
Scarce No 4 MKI not MK I*, WWII British Military bolt 
action rifle. 25” .303 cal barrel with original sights. The re-
ceiver is marked NO4 MKI and the wrist M/47 1943 ENG-
LAND as well as 48 & 52. Metalwork with near all original 
blue. ExC woodwork without swivels, appears to be later 
replacement. VGWO&C ALR  

443 - K98 MAUSER RIFLE 
25” 8mm cal barrel with original sights and Army accept-
ance proof. Chamber without markings or date but with ac-
ceptance eagle. The rail marked MOD 98. Metalwork has 
all over Russian capture reblue. ExC laminate stock with 
swivels and missing cleaning rod. VGWO&C ALR  

444 - K31 RIFLE 
Swiss Military Schmidt Rubin straight pull bolt action car-
bine. 24” 7.5x55 cal barrel with original sights, bayonet 
lug and stacking hook. The chamber is marked with Swiss 
Cross and all serial numbers are matching. Metalwork re-
tains near all its original blue and ExC woodwork. Hard to 
find better in nearly as issued. ExWO&C ALR  
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445 - LEE ENFIELD NO8 RIFLE 
Ex NZ Military training SMLE rifle. 22” .22lr barrel with 
original sights, the receiver is marked .22 NO8 MKI and the 
wrist NZ with 1954 date. Metalwork has thinning enamel 
finish. GC original woodwork with handling marks. VG-
GWO&C ALR  

446 - REMINGTON M34 TRAINING RIFLE 
Ex NZ Military bolt action training rifle. 24” .22lr cal round 
barrel with ¾ length tube magazine and original sights. 
Marked Remington Model 34 etc as well as NZ sold out of 
service mark and SP over S/154 rack number, the action is 
marked above the trigger N↑Z. Metalwork has near all origi-
nal blued finish. ExC original woodwork. ExWO&C ALR  

447 - NO7 BAYONET 
Fighting knife type bayonet for the SMLE No 4 rifle. 20cm 
white steel blade with ordnance marks, brown composite 
grips with blued steel pommel and scabbard. ExC  

448 - NO9 BAYONET 
Blade bayonet for the NO4 SMLE rifle, 1949 dated. No 
scabbard. VGC  

449 - BRITISH SCABBARD 
Steel scabbard in ‘stores’ packet to suit the following British 
bayonets: No.5, 7, 9, Sterling and L1A1. ExC  

450 - THAI MAUSER BAYONET 
24½ cm blade with Thai marking and stained patina. GC 
wood grips and steel scabbard. F-GC 

451 - CONTRACT MAUSER BAYONET 
Most likely South American, Venezuellan or Brazilian, early 
Mauser bayonet. 30cm blade with ¾ length fullers on both 
sides. Hooked quillion, wooden grip and includes its leather 
and steel scabbard. GC  

452 - SCHMIDT RUBIN PARTS 
Approx 10 small parts for the Swiss Military rifles including 
bolt, firing pin cocking handles, end trigger etc. ExC  

453 - MP34 SUBMACHINE GUN 
Scarce early pre war Austrian Steyr Solothurn S.M.G. 8” 
9mm Parabellum cal barrel with ventilated shroud and origi-
nal sights. The rear is graduated to 500M. This early variant 
does not have the bolt safety lock but uses a rear lock simi-
lar to MP38. The magazine well does not have the charger 
adaptor, our research shows this is consistant with firearms 
modified from 9mm Mauser to 9mm Parabellum by the Ger-
mans during WWII as these saw much use after the annex-
ing of Austria. Metalwork is without makers marks and has 
a small post war British proof and near all blue. VGC origi-
nal woodwork with selector marked E & D. Complete with 
its 32R magazine. One of the last fully machined S.M.G’s 
built to a very high quality. VGWO&C CLR  

454 - MP40 SUBMACHINE GUN 
WWII German S.M.G. 10” 9mm cal barrel with original 
sights and strengthening rib. The rear of the receiver is 
stamped MP40 bnz 41. The front section has different se-
rial number but 41 date, Waffen-amt and COS subcontrac-
tor mark. The bolt, firing pin and stock are German WWII 
marked but are mismatched. Metalwork has most overall 
blue finish. VGC original dark brown bakelite furniture and 
includes its original magazine. G-VGWO&C CLR  

455 - MP43/44 SUBMACHINE GUN
Swiss licensed version of the Suomi S.M.G. 12½” 9mm 
cal barrel with ventilated shroud and sight. The receiver 
with original flip over sight and marked MP 43/44 Hispano 
Suiza. Metalwork with near all Military black finish. ExC 
original woodwork complete with sling. Includes its 50R 
coffin magazine. ExWO&C CLR  

456 - THOMPSON 1928AI S.M.G 
WWII era US Submachine gun. 12” .45acp cal smooth bar-
rel with Cutts compensator fitted. The receiver with basic 
battle sight and marked with all Thompson Auto ordnance 
patent information etc as well as MODEL OF 1928A1 and 

Savage manufacture prefix, which is matching on the lower. 
Metalwork has near all original finish. VGC original wood-
work and includes its 20R magazine. ExWO&C CLR  

457- MP34 MAGAZINES 
Original WWII period 3 cell red/brown leather pouch con-
taining 3x32R 9mm magazines for the S.M.G. Near all 
parkerised finish and marked with Austrian makers mark 
and Waffen-amt. VGC  

458 - MP34 SLING
Original brown leather sling for the Austrian/German 
S.M.G. Makers name and date are hard to make out. VGC  

459 - MP40 SLING 
Brown leather with diamond embossed pattern. Makers 
mark and date are ink stamped and have run but 1942 can 
be made out. 127cm long, type without seperate tab.  VGC  

460 - THOMPSON L DRUM MAGAZINE 
Modern production Auto Ordnance 50R magazine for the 
1928 Thompson S.M.G. Near all original blue finish. VGC  

461 - THOMPSON SLING 
Hard to find original canvas webbing and steel sling for the 
1918 and M1A1 Thompson. Some of the copper base metal 
showing through and staining on the webbing. GC  

462 - THOMPSON BOOK 
Thompson the American Legend by Tracie Hill. This collec-
tor grade publications book is a must have for the Thompson 
collector. Hard cover, large format, B&W photos and 550 
pages. ExC  

463 - THOMPSON ACTION COVER 
Original Military action cover for 1928 Thompson with 
leather pipping. GC 

464 - THOMPSON ACCESSORIES 
Bag lot containing accessories for Thompson S.M.G includ-
ing a brass cleaning rod, take down tool, black crackle oil 
bottle, small round oil can and one 20R magazine and one 
30R magazine. ExC 

470 - SMITH FLINTLOCK PISTOLS 
Pair of antique Flintlock coaching pistols byWilliam 
Smith, circa 1810-20’s. 7½” approx .61 cal/20bore octago-
nal browned barrels with gold breech bands and platinum 
touch holes, marked London in script and single Birming-
ham proofs on undersides. The locks with ½ cock safeties, 
roller frizzens and waterproof pans are marked Smith and 
have borderline and foliate engraving. Metalwork has most 
overall original finish. ExC walnut half stock with swelled 
grips with silver at the base. Engraved steel mounts with 
pineapple finials. Contained in its period French case with 
relined green baize, trade label and accessories. ExWO&C 
NLR  Est $12000 - $15000

465 - THOMPSON WOODWORK 
Complete set of original woodwork for the 1928A1 S.M.G. 
Horizontal forend, pistol grip and butt stock. Complete with 
swivels and screws. VGC 

466 - GERMAN COMMEMORATIVE PLATE 
WWI silver plated plate. 21cm diamater with embossed pic-
ture entitiled WEIH NACHTEN 1914 . VGC 

467 - GRAVY BOAT 
WWII German Army large China gravy boat with built in 
saucer marked with Army eagle 1942 date and Bareuther 
Bavaria makers mark, 25x12cm. VGC 

468 - WWI GERMAN MEDALS 
Second Class Iron Cross and WWI Service medal, complete 
with brass fittings. VGC 

469 - SS PIN AND BUTTON ETC 
German SS evening dress badge with skull plus a Deaths 
Head button, two gorget links with runes and Deaths Head.
Includes a SS canteen coin. VGC 
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471 - RICHARDS FLINTLOCK PISTOL 
A single flintlock Officers pistol in the duelling style by 
J&W Richards, circa 1800. 9” .60 cal/21 bore octagonal 
browned barrel with Birmingham proof and notched rear 
sight. The lock plate marked in script J&W Richards and 
has waterproof pan and roller frizzer, full length slab sided 
stock with brass furniture extending into a pineapple finial 
(most likely for sea service use) and has shell pattern on the 
back of the lock. The stock has a quality aged repair at the 
wrist that is not easily noticed. VGWO&C NLR  

472 - LUKE BOXLOCK PISTOL
Antique English Flintlock boxlock pistol, circa early 1800s. 
3½” .44 cal (54 bore) round turn off Queen Anne type steel 
barrel with London proof marks. The boxlock action with 
borderline engraving is marked Luke. Metalwork has dark 
over all patina. VGC slab sided one piece grip. VGWO&C 
NLR  

473 - PERCUSSION BELT PISTOL 
Antique, circa mid 19th Century, back action percussion 
pistol by John Wilson of London. 7½” .68 cal octagonal bar-
rel with original sights, gold bands at the breech and captive 
ramrod. The top is marked J WILSON LONDON and has 
London proof marks on the underside. The back action lock 
plate is also marked Wilson and fully foliate engraved as is 
the hammer and tarp. Metalwork has a thin original brown 
damascus finish to the barrel, dark overall finish to the other 
metal parts. Full length one piece finely checkered wooden 
sock with belt hook and steel mounts as well as silver es-
cucheon on the tang and cross pin. VGWO&C NLR  

474 - KAVANAGH 10 BORE PERCUSSION RIFLE 
A fine quality antique, circa 1850’s, big game hunting rifle 
by notable Irish gun maker William Kavanagh. 32” 10 bore 
.78 cal rifled damascus twist barrel marked KAVANAGH 
12 DAME ST. DUBLIN. The foresight is silver and the rear 
sight is a later replacement. The breech end of the barrel 
has a platinum band and plug as well as foliate designs ex-
tending into the wrist. The back action lock is marked KA-
VANAGH and is profusely engraved with foliate designs 
and Elk. The hammer is dolphin style, metalwork has nice 
original patina with dull original finish to the barrels. VGC 
walnut ½ stock with engraved steel furniture extending to 
pineapple and spear shaped finials and Ebony tip. There is 
three small repairs at the edge of the lock plate and above 
the trigger and next to the barrel. Steel butt plate and patch 
box also with engraving. Complete with original brass 
tipped ram rod. Heavy 10 bore percussion rifles are rare and 
seldom seen for sale. VGWO&C  Est $7000-$10000

475 - ADAMS DOUBLE RIFLE 
A high quality Antique English double rifle by the Adams 
Patent Small Arms Company of London, circa 1880-92. 
28” .500 black powder express barrels measuring .51 at the 
bore. The central matted rib has 3 fully engraved leaf sights, 
graduated 180, 200, 300. The barrels are marked ADAMS 
& CO 32 FINSBURY PAVEMENT LONDON. The under-
side HENRYS PATENT A&T 609 & 610 as well as London 
proofs for 39 bore. The back action locks are beautifully, 
fully foliate engraved and marked ADAMS CO. VGC wal-
nut stock with original steel textured butt plate. VGWO&C 
ALR  

476 - HOWA 1500 .223 RIFLE 
Mini action model 1500 sporting rifle. 20” Stainless .223 cal 
barrel threaded. Receiver is fitted with Nikko Stirling Pan-
amax 3-9x40 scope. Synthetic stock with detachable 10R 
magazine, plus approx 110R of ammunition. ExWO&C 
ALR 

477 - ZASTAVA RIFLE
Model 70 Zastava bolt action rifle. 24” 308 cal barrel. Re-
ceiver is fitted with Weaver bases. Metalwork retains most 
original finish. ExC synthetic furniture with sling swivels. 
ExWO&C ALR  

478 - BSA MONARCH RIFLE
22”.243 cal barrel with original sights and markings. Action 
with Tasco 4x40 scope. Metalwork with near all blue, VGC 
woodwork. VGWO&C ALR 

479 - ANSCHUTZ RIFLE
German model 1531/32 bolt action sporting rifle. 24”.222 
cal barrel with original sights. Twin set trigger ction is fit-
ted with a 4x32 Tasco scope. The metalwork retains near all 
original blue. Checkered wood stock shows some handling 
marks and is fitted with swivels. Includes its original box 
magazine. ExWO&C ALR  

480 - MAUSER SPORTING RIFLE
Custom built from Swedish M96 action. 25” 9.3x57 cal 
barrel with iron sights and sling swivel. Fitted with 6 
power scope and turned down bolt. Metalwork has most 
blue thinning at the muzzle. VGC sporting wooden stock. 
VGWO&C ALR 

481 - CUSTOM SMLE RIFLE 
Custom sporting rifle built from III* action. 31” 8x57 JRS 
chambered barrel built from 8x58 Danish Krag barrel. Fit-
ted with 1½-4½ power scope. Metalwork has near all blue, 
VGC custom sporter stock. Includes 19 unprimed cases 
formed from 303 cal which can be used with standard 8x57 
dies.VGWO&C ALR

482 - FN MAUSER RIFLE 
Vintage factory Belgian FN Mauser sporting rifle. 24” 8x57 
cal barrel with 3 leaf iron sight, FN marked chamber and 
Belgian proofs. Side rail with Herstal address. Fitted with 
detachable mounts with nickel scope which is cloudy, twin 
set triggers and Greener side safety. Metalwork with rubber 
butt pad fitted. VGWO&C ALR

483 - GERMAN FIGHTING KNIFE 
WWI German Army fighting knife. 16cm blade marked 
with German Army acceptance mark and on the otherside 
GOTTLIEB RAMMESFAHR SOLINGEN FOCHE. ExC 
original wooden grip and complete with leather washer and 
scabbard with frog. ExC 

484 - LUFTWAFFE HUNTING KNIFE 
WWII Luftwaffe forestry dagger/hunting knife. 20cm speer 
point blade marked Ch A.W WAFFEN LOESCHE BER-
LIN. Some staining to the steel guard, antler handle with 3 
rivets. Complete with blued scabbard. VGC 

485 - GERMAN ARMY DAGGER 
Nazi German Army Officers dagger. 26cm blade in VGC 
without makers name, pommel with oak leaves and the cel-
luloid grip is burnt orange in colour. The guard with ‘Hatch-
et’ faced eagle, slight chipping of the finish in a couple of 
areas on the back. VGC pebble grain scabbard. VGC 

486 - COONAN PISTOL 
Rarely seen US Coonan Arms semi auto pistol. 5” .357 
Magnum cal barrel with original sights. VGC stainless met-
alwork with minor light handling marks. ExC original wood 
grips. The pistol includes three extra original 7R magazines. 
ExWO&C B/CLR 

487 - COLT DOUBLE EAGLE PISTOL 
US First Edition Colt double action semi auto pistol. 5” .45 
Auto cal barrel. One of only 1000 units this pistol comes in a 
special aluminum carry case with “First Edition” identifica-
tion plaque and combination lock. Stainless steel metalwork 
in VGC with Double Eagle roll mark. Grips are Xenoy ther-
moplastic with Colt symbol embossed on each panel. Pistol 
includes two stainless steel factory 8R magazines. A nice 
example for the Colt collector as gun also includes the fac-
tory Colt Letter. ExWO&C B/CLR 
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488 - COLT MATCH REVOLVER 
US Officers Model Match, circa 1957, double action re-
volver. 6”.38 special cal barrel with original ramped target 
sights, marked Officers Model Match with Colts Hartford 
address. Metalwork retains most original blue finish thin-
ning at leading edges of barrel trigger guard and drag mark 
on the cylinder. ExC original checkered wrap around target 
grips with Colt medallions. VGWO&C B/CLR 

489 - RUGER SINGLE SIX REVOLVER 
Single action .22lr/MAG cal revolver. 5½” barrel with ad-
justable sights. Metalwork with near all blued finish. ExC 
original wooden grips. Includes its original box with extra 
cylinder for .22 mag caliber. ExWO&C B/CLR 

490 - BROWNING BUCKMARK PISTOL 
5½” .22lr slab sided barrel with original adjustable sights 
and marked with Utah address, Made In The USA etc. Met-
alwork has most blued finish with some scratches to the 
right hand side edges. VGC original plastic grip. VGWO&C 
B/CLR 

491 - AMT LIGHTNING PISTOL
US made high quality clone of the Ruger .22 pistol. 5” .22lr 
stainless heavy round barrel with adjustable sights. The gun 
marked AMT LIGHTNING etc. Metalwork has a few minor 
scratches. VGC Packmyer grips, includes original magazine 
plus two Ruger magazines. ExWO&C B/CLR 

492 - TAVOR 21 RIFLE
Isreali Weapons Industries Bull Pup rifle. 14” 5.56 cal barrel 
with original flash hider. The receiver is fitted with Mepro 
Mor optic and marked IWI Tavor 21 etc. Three position se-
lector above the grip. Synthetic one piece stock with some 
handling marks. Includes its 30R magazine. VGWO&C 
CLR 

493 - MICRO GALIL 
Isreali Military Industries compact version of the Galil rifle. 
10” 5.56/223 cal barrel with original flash hider and sights. 
Receiver with Picatiney scope rail, ambidextrous 3 position 
selector and IMI model 699 markings. Metalwork retains 
near all original finish. ExC synthetic furniture with folding 
butt stock. In as issued ExWO&C CLR 

494 - GALIL RIFLE 
Ex Isreali Military issue variant of the Galil rifle. 18” .223 
cal barrel with original flash hider and sights. The receiver 
with ambidextrous 3 position selector and is marked in He-
brew and with National crest. Metalwork has thinning origi-
nal finish, steel folding stock, synthetic grip and wooden 
forend. Includes its 30R magazine. VGWO&C CLR 

495 - STERLING S.M.G 
British 9mm S.M.G. 8” barrel with ventilated shroud, 
original sight and bayonet lug. The magazine well marked 
STERLING MK4 (L2A3) etc. Metalwork has thinning 
black enamel finish. Steel folding stock with plastic grip and 
includes its 24R magazine. VGWO&C CLR 

496 - AR15 MAGAZINE 
Heckler & Koch made 30R steel .223 cal magazine, thin-
ning blue finish. GC 

497 - 40R AK MAGAZINE 
Eastern European steel 7x39 cal magazine for the RPK or 
AK47 rifles, all original blue. ExC 

498 - SCORPION EVO MAGAZINES
Two 30R 9mm magazines for the Czech SMG. Smoked col-
our and includes coupler, in new ExC 

499 - SCORPION EVO MAGAZINE 
Heavy duty variant for the 9mm SMG. Black with viewing 
windows, in new ExC 

500 - SCORPION GRIP 
Factory forward pistol grip for the EVO3 SMG, plus a plas-
tic magazine coupler in new ExC 

501 - REMINGTON MODEL 1875 REVOLVER 
Antique US Remington single action Army revolver. 7½” 
.44 REM C.F cal round barrel marked E REMINGTON & 
SONS ILION NY USA. 6 shot fluted cylinder, frame with 
ejector rod on right hand side. Metalwork is in the white and 
without pitting. ExC original ivory grips. With only 25000 
made these are relatively scarce. VGWO&C CLR 

502 - REMINGTON ARMY REVOLVER 
Antique US, circa 1870s, conversion from percussion to 
metalic center fire cartridge of a New Model Army revolver. 
8” Octagonal .44 cal barrel with three line New Model ad-
dress. 6 shot cylinder without markings, Military inspectors 
marks on the gun and cartouche on the original wooden 
grips. Metalwork has grey overall patina with a small area 
of pin pricking on the barrel. Action is strong. G-VGWO&C 
CLR

503 - RICHARDS 1860 ARMY REVOLVER 
Colt 1860 Army Richards conversion from percussion to 
metalic cartridge, circa 1871. 8½” .44 cal round barrel with 
original sight and New York address and fitted with ejec-
tor. The 6 shot cylinder is fitted with breech plate with in-
tegral sight and rebounding firing pin (44 Colt centrefire). 
Frame marked COLTS PATENT and brass triggerguard 44 
cal. Steel back strap without shoulder stock cut, the serial 
number is in the percussion range for 1871. Metalwork has 
dark grey patina with traces of finish. VGC original walnut 
grips. VGWO&C CLR 

504 - REMINGTON NEW ARMY REVOLVER
Antique US Civil War period single action percussion re-
volver. 8” .44 cal barrel with original sight and marked with 
Remingtons Illion address and New model as well as Mili-
tary inspectors marks which are also on the frame, trigger 
guard and cylinder. Metalwork has grey metal aged patina 
with some pin pricking. VGC original oil stained walnut 
grips. GWO&C NLR 

505 - REMINGTON D/A BELT REVOLVER 
Rare antique Remington - Rider double action belt model 
revolver, circa 1863-73. 6½” .36 cal octagonal barrel with 
second type two line address and patent information. The 
underside marked with serial number in the 3000 range. 6 
shot round cylinder and metalwork has large areas of origi-
nal blue that is still bright in concealed areas and turning to 
a dark patina on the frame. VGC original grips. Action at 
fault, otherwise VGC NLR

506 - BEAUMONT ADAMS REVOLVER 
Cased antique English double action percussion revolv-
er, circa early 1860s. 6” .54 bore/44 cal octagonal barrel 
with dovetail foresight and marked with retailers address 
CHARLES INGRAM 100. UNION ST. GLASGOW, 
who was a very noteable Scottish gunmaker. The barrel 
is London proofed as are the cylinders. Also marked with 
Crown/N and Crown/AF proofs which is Francottes manu-
facture mark. The frame is fitted with Kerrs patent rammer 
and has Adams patent marks on both sides which sould indi-
cate that this was built for Adams by Francotte. Metalwork 
has near all professional reblue. ExC original one piece grip. 
Contained in its original English green baize lined case with 
accessories. ExWO&C NLR 

507 - COLT 1860 ARMY REVOLVER 
Antique US Civil War percussion S/A revolver. 8” .44 cal 
barrel with original sight marked - ADDRESS COL. SAML 
COLT NEW YORK U.S. AMERICA - The wedge screw is 
missing and the wedge is an unnumbered period replace-
ment but all other numbers are matching in the 68000 range 
for 1862. The frame is marked COLTS PATENT. Metalwork 
has dark original patina without pitting. Brass trigger guard 
and steel back strap cut for shoulder stock. GC original Mil-
itary cartouche marked grips. GWO&C NLR 
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508 - WARNERS PATENT REVOLVER 
Rare antique US, circa 1850’s percussion belt model re-
volver. 6” .31 cal barrel with silver foresight, the top strap 
marked SPRINGFIELD ARMS CO. Metalwork with dark 
to grey patina and the frame with basic engraving. VGC 
original grips with only 100 estimated to be made these are 
a very rare revolver. Action cocks but does not index other-
wise VGC NLR 

509 - POWDER FLASK 
Un-named copper and brass European powder flask with 
bush pattern charger marked 45, 40 and 35 -19cm high. ExC 

510 - THREE POWDER FLASK 
Three European copper and brass flasks. A hanging game 
scene and bush pattern adjutable charger medium size flasks 
plus a small shell pattern flask. GC 

511 - NORINCO 56S RIFLE 
Chinese semi auto variant of the AKM. 16” 7x39 cal barrel 
with original muzzle break, sights and bayonet lug. Receiv-
er with Norinco markings and metalwork has original finish 
thinning to grey in areas. Original woodwork with handling 
dings. Includes its 30R magazine. F-GWO&C ELR 

512 - VEPR 12 SHOTGUN 
Russian AK based semi auto shotgun. 12” 12g barrel fitted 
with muzzle break and original sights. The receiver with in-
tegral scope rail and marked VEPR-12E Molot. Metalwork 
has all original finish. ExC synthetic furniture, includes its 
7R magazine. In as new ExWO&C ALR 

513 - NHM-90 RIFLE 
Chinese made AK sporting rifle. 16” 7.62x39 cal barrel 
with original sights. Metalwork retains original blue. Wood 
furniture is in ExC with thumbhole stock and rubber butt 
pad. Includes two 5 shot magazines and approx 40R ammo. 
ExWO&C ALR 

514 - AR-15 .22 RIFLE 
German H&K model 416D semi auto rifle. 14” .22lr cal 
barrel with muzzle brake. Quad rail forend with front sight. 
Receiver is fitted with 1½-4x30 scope. Original HK col-
lapsable stock and pistol grip. Includes three original 30R 
magazines. ExWO&C ELR 

515 - EXCEL ACCELERATOR RIFLE 
US model MR-17 Accelerator semi auto rifle. 18” .17 HMR 
cal fluted stainless barrel. The receiver has a full length top 
mounted optic ralil. Polymer lower has a thumbhole pistol 
grip stock with sling studs. Rifle includes original hard case 
with paperwork and 10R magazine. ExWO&C ALR 

516 - WINCHESTER DEFENDER SHOTGUN
US 12g pump action shotgun. 20” 12g cylinder bore barrel 
with 3” chamber and slug sights. Marked Model 1300 and 
New Haven address etc. Metalwork retains near all original 
blue. ExC original beech woodwork. In like new ExWO&C 
ALR 

517 - FABARM SHOTGUN 
Italian model Lion H68 semi auto shotgun. 26” 12g ribbed 
barrel with fibre optic sights. VGC camo finish with some 
light wear on the synthetic stocks. Shotgun includes its orig-
inal carry case with multi chokes, magazine tube extension 
and sling swivels. ExWO&C ALR 

518 - VEPR MAG ETC 
7R 12g polymer magazine for the Molot shotgun, plus a for-
ward folding pistol grip. ExC 

519 - SAIGA 12G MAGAZINES 
Four 5R 12g polymer magazines for the Russian AK based 
shotgun. ExC 

520 - SAIGA .410 MAGAZINES 
Two 10R polymer magazines for the Russian .410g shotgun. 
ExC 

521 - 03 SPRINGFIELD BANDOLIER
Original WWI Web US Mills belt with twin 5 cell ammuni-
tion pouches, makers marked LONG & 1918 date for the 
1903 rifle. VGC 

522 - BREN TOOL
Original combination maintanance tool for the Bren gun 
with hammer and 4 gauges/screw drivers. VGC 

523 - VICKERS BORE MIRROR 
Original brass bone inspection tool for the Vickers Machine 
Gun. Marked F&S. ExC 

524 - WEBLEY AMMO POUCH
Original WWI Sam Browne British Military black leather 
ammo pouch. VGC 

525 - 1915 LUGER PISTOL 
WWI Imperial German P08 pistol. 4” 9mm cal barrel with 
original sight and serial number, the chamber dated 1915 
and imperial proved. The toggle marked DWM. Metalwork 
retains nearly all its original rust blue and straw colours 
which have some slight staining. All serial numbers except 
the magazine which is the correct type are matching. The 
grip strap has the unit marking B.B.R.5 ExWO&C B/CLR

526 - AMERICAN EAGLE LUGER PISTOL 
First model American Eagle Luger pistol manufactured for 
export by DWM to USA. 4¾” .30 Luger cal barrel with 
saw tooth sight and marked with serial number and US ea-
gle over the chamber. The dish toggle with toggle block is 
marked DWM and the frame is the grip safety type. Metal-
work retains near all original blue and straw colours. ExC 
original grips and magazine. This is a very fine 115 year old  
example of this scarce pistol. ExWO&C B/CLR 

527 - 1918 LUGER PISTOL
Imperial German WWI P08 pistol. 4¾” 9mm replacement 
barrel and foresight with Finish Tikka arsenal mark. Cham-
ber dated 1918 with Imperial proofs and the toggle marked 
DWM. All visible numbers except barrel and magazine are 
matching. Metalwork has most original blue and straw col-
ours. VGC original grips with two very small drill holes on 
the right hand side. G-VGWO&C B/CLR 

528 - S&W VICTORY REVOLVER 
WWII US double action revolver. 5” .38 S&W cal barrel 
with original sight, S&W plus caliber markings. The frame 
with S&W logo and MADE IN USA. Serial number with 
correct V prefix. Metalwork has near all original parkerised 
finish and case colour hardened small parts. VGC original 
wooden grips. ExWO&C B/CLR 

529 - NAGANT REVOLVER 
Russian WWI Period model 1895 Nagant gas seal single 
action revolver. 4½” 7.62cal barrel with original sight. The 
left hand side of the frame is Russian arsenal marked and 
1915 dated. Metalwork has grey finish to left hand side of 
the frame and pin pricking marks and dark patina to the rest 
of the gun. GC original grips with lanyard ring. GWO&C 
B/CLR 

530 - TRANTER CONVERSION 
Very rare factory cartridge conversion of a second model 
double trigger Tranter revolver. 4½” .38 cal barrel with Bir-
mingham proofs, dovetail foresight and key slot percussion 
rammer. The underside is marked in script Charles J King 
Wassell Grove Stourbridge. The top strap is marked with re-
tailer PRITCHARD & SON. The conversion cylinder uses a 
system of central firing pins at the end of each chamber as at 
some time this would of had a percussion cylinder as well. 
Engraved metalwork has most overall original charcoal blue 
with some loss to the top strap and edges. VGC one piece 
grip. VGWO&C CLR 
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531 - WEBLEY RIC REVOLVER 
Top example of a Webley RIC revolver, circa early 20th 
Century. 2½” .455 cal barrel with Birmingham proofs and 
top strap marked WEBLEY & SCOTT LTD BIRMING-
HAM & LONDON. The frame marked 455 WEBLEYS 
RIC MODEL/83 5 SHOT and flying bullet logo. Metalwork 
retains nearly all original bright blue. ExC original walnut 
grip with lanyard ring. Hard to find better. ExWO&C CLR 

532 - RPD MACHINE GUN 
Polish Military version of the RPD light machine gun. 20” 
7.62x39 cal barrel with original sights and bipod. The milled 
steel receiver with Radom 11 in oval arsenal mark and 1960 
date. Metalwork has near all original blued finish. VGC 
wooden furniture with some handling marks. Complete with 
its belt drum containing a link of dummy ammunition. VG-
ExWO&C CLR 

533- M53 MACHINE GUN
Yugoslavian post war variant of the MG42. 27” 8mm cal 
barrel with flash hider and sights. Receiver marked 7.9M 
M53 etc and has National crest on the feed cover. Metalwork 
has near all Military black finish. GC wooden butt stock and 
plastic pistol grip complete with bipod. VGWO&C CLR 

534 - M53 AA MOUNT 
Anti Aircraft mount for the Yugo MG. Also fits MG42. Most 
dark green paint. VGC 

535 - BROWNING MG TRIPOD 
Tripod mount for the 1919 .30 cal MG without T&E. VGC 

536 - BROWNING MG BARREL 
308 cal barrel for 1919 browning. Appears unused. ExC 

537- RPD MAGAZINE 
Belt drum for the Russian light machine gun. In as issued 
ExC 

538 - MG42 LINK 
Four 50R metal link for the MG42/M53 machine guns. ExC 

539 - AK MAGAZINES 
Three 30R 7x39 Eastern European AK magazines. Near all 
original finish. ExC 

540 - SLR MAGAZINES 
Three 20R L1A1 .308 cal magazines. GC 

541 - WALTHER G43 RIFLE 
Rare WWII German semi automatic rifle. 22” 8mm cal bar-
rel with original sights. The receiver is Waffen-amt marked 
as well as G43 ac45 (Walther 1945) and the serial number 
which is also on the bolt carrier and stock. Metalwork has 
dark blue finish thinning to grey on the barrel with scattered 
pin pricking and typical rough cast bolt carrier. ExC origi-
nal laminated stock with steel butt plate with trap. Complete 
with original Nazi marked 10R magazine and its cleaning 
rod. VGWO&C ELR 

542 - THOMPSON M1A1 S.M.G 
WWII era US submachine gun. 10” .45acp cal barrel with 
original sights. Receiver marked THOMSON SUBMA-
CHINE GUN CALIBER .45 M1A1 AUTO ORDNANCE 
etc. Upper and lower are mismatched numbers and metal-
work has grey patina with traces of blue. GC original wood-
work complete with 20R magazine and original steel oil 
bottle. GWO&C CLR 

543 - MKII STEN GUN 
WWII British Military SMG. 8” 9mm cal barrel with venti-
lated shroud. The magazine well is marked STEN MKII and 
the serial number plus MP on the underside. Metalwork has 
all over refinish in black paint  and complete with T style 
stock. GWO&C CLR 

544 - SIG SAUER PISTOL 
Model P226 semi auto pistol. 5” 9mm cal threaded bar-
rel. Slide with original sights and marked with US address. 
Frame is marked ‘Frame Made in Germany’ and has rail 
mount. Metalwork has near all finish and original plastic 
grips. Includes its original case with extra 15R magazine. 
ExWO&C B/CLR 

545 - SIG SAUER PISTOL 
Model P226 semi auto pistol. 4¼” 9mm cal barrel. Slide is 
marked with US address and is fitted with original sights. 
The frame is marked ‘Frame Made in Germany’ and has rail 
mount. Metalwork with near all finish and original plastic 
grips. Includes its original case with 2 extra 15R magazines. 
ExWO&C B/CLR 

546 - MITCHELL 1911 PISTOL  
US 1911 type semi auto pistol. 5” .45 acp cal heavy bar-
rel, stainless steel slide with adjustable sights and marked 
MITCHELL ARMS GOLD SERIES’ 95. Stainless steel 
metalwork with bead blusted frame in VGC. ExC rubber 
grips. Complete with box. ExWO&C B/CLR 

547 - AMT GOVT PISTOL
US Semi automatic M1911 Pistol, circa 1990’s. 5” .45 acp 
cal barrel, slide with original fixed sights and marked GOV-
ERNMENT MODEL AMT etc. Matte finished stainless 
steel. Metalwork with some slight handling marks. Frame 
with factory adjustable trigger and extended slide release 
and safety. Fitted with Pachmayr grips. A no longer pro-
duced collectable 1911. ExWO&C B/CLR

548 - PARA P16 PISTOL
Para ordnance P16 LTD 1911 pistol. 5” .40 S&W cal barrel, 
slide with adjustable rear sight. Missing front sight. Met-
alwork with two tone black and stainless finish. Some dis-
colourant to the right hand side safety. VGC original grips. 
Includes 2 extra magazines. VGWO&C B/CLR 

549 - AMT ON DUTY PISTOL
US semi auto 9mm pistol. 4½” 9mm cal barrel, slide with 
fixed sights and near all matte black finish. Aluminium 
frame with de-cocker and plastic grips. Aftermarket maga-
zine. VGC B/CLR 

550 - 1888 TRAPDOOR RIFLE 
Antique US Military Trapdoor “Ramrod - bayonet” model 
rifle, circa 1897-93. 32” 45-70 cal barrel with Buffington 
rear sight and the foresight is missing the protector and 
fitted with its ram rod bayonet. The trap correctly marked 
U.S MODEL 1884 and the lock plate is marked with the 
eagle and U.S SPRINGFIELD. Metalwork has nice original 
patina with traces of finish and without pitting. ExC original 
woodwork with 31 60 and inspectors cartouche's with trap 
in the butt and complete with swivels. These are the last of 
the Trapdoors and mark an end of an era. VG-ExWO&C 
ALR 

551 - LEE ENFIELD NO4 RIFLE
NZ Military WWII SMLE. 25” .303 cal barrel with original 
sights. Chamber stamped NZ and the receiver NO4 MKI* 
LONG BRANCH 1942. Metalwork with near all finish. 
ExC woodwork. ExWO&C ALR 

552 - P14 RIFLE 
WWI British Enfield rifle. 27” .303 cal barrel with original 
sights and bayonet lug. Chamber marked ERA (Edystone 
Remington Arms) and the rail broad arrow marked etc. Bolt 
and gun are matching, metalwork has most original finish. 
Woodwork with two diagonal shallow repairs near the wrist 
and has been sanded at some time. GWO&C ALR 

553 - LEE ENFIELD NO4 RIFLE 
WWII SMLE, 23” .303 cal shortened barrel with original 
sight and no bayonet lug. Receiver marked NO4 MKI* 
LONGBRANCH 1943 FIR etc, and with most finish. GC 
woodwork. GWO&C ALR 
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554 - JUNGLE CARBINE 
WWII No5 MKI SMLE carbine. 20” .303 cal barrel with 
flash hider and sight but the bayonet lug has been removed. 
Receiver marked No5 MKI ROF (F) 5/45 and wrist broad 
arrow marked. Metalwork with dark grey patina. Bolt and 
gun are matching. GC woodwork. GWO&C ALR 

555 - JUNGLE CARBINE
British Military WWII NO5 rifle. 20”.303 cal barrel with 
flash hider but the bayonet lug and sight wings have been 
removed. Receiver with ordnance marks and 9/45 date. 
Metalwork with grey patina. Original woodwork has been 
sanded at some point. FWO&C ALR 

556 - SPANISH MAUSER RIFLE
Spanish model 1916 converted in the 1950s to .308 cal. 22” 
barrel with original sights and marked with German 308 
WIN proof. The receiver with original proof marks and se-
rial number. Metalwork has all over blue VGC woodwork. 
VGWO&C ALR 

557 - ARISAKA TYPE 38 RIFLE
WWII Imperial Japanese bolt action rifle. 30” 6.5 JAP cal 
barrrel with original sights but has beeen welded shut in the 
chamber to deactivate the rifle. Receiver without dust cover 
and is marked with Tokyo arsenal mark and Kanji T38. Near 
all thinning blue, VGC woodwork with swivels. GC ALR 

558 - BSA CADET RIFLE 
Australian Government Martini action training rifle. 
24”.310 cadet cal barrel with original sights and BSA ad-
dress. Action marked Commonwealth of Australia and BSA 
etc. Metalwork with most overall blue with some marking 
most likely from a vice, VGC woodwork. GWO&C ALR 

559 - STEN SLING 
Original WWII British Military webbing sling for the SMG 
↑ plus makers mark and 44 date. Unissued VGC 

560 - ARMOURER SMLE SIGHT TOOL
Marked tool, sight line NO2 R.SH . M.L.E III ↑. VGC 

561 - 1907 SNIPER SLING 
WWII brown leather sling with 3 brass buckles variant for 
the 1903/M1 Garand sniper rifles. Marked with crossed can-
nons. 1944 date and S.A Ltd. VGC 

562 - MP34 MAINTENANCE KIT 
Brown/red leather original pouch with strap for the Aus-
trian/German MP34 S.M.G. Contains smaller pouch with 
parts and tools plus spring, brush, oil bottle etc. VGC 

563 - M53/CASE CATCHER 
Yugoslavian M53/MG42 spent case catcher. VGC 

564 - MAUSER 1910 PISTOL 
German semi auto pistol, circa 1922-33. 3½” .32acp cal 
barrel, slide marked with Obendorf address and MAUS-
ER - 7,65. Side plate without banner marking. Metalwork 
has most overall blue. VGC non checkered wooden grip. 
GWO&C CLR 

565 - MAUSER 1910 PISTOL 
German semi auto pistol, circa 1922-35. 3¼” .25acp cal bar-
rel, slide marked with Obendorf address. The frame side-
plate has had markings removed and this part has been refin-
ished while the rest retains most original blue. GC original 
grips. GWO&C CLR 

566 - ROSSI 971 REVOLVER 
Brazilian medium frame 6 shot revolver. 4”.357 MAG cal 
barrel with adjustable sights. Metalwork with near all blue. 
ExC original wooden grips. Trigger return spring at fault 
otherwise VGC B/CLR 

567 - AMERICAN ARMS REVOLVER 
Italian reproduction single action army revolver. 5½" .45 
Colt cal barrel with original sight. Metalwork retains most 
original blue with faded case colours on the frame and drag 
marks on cylinder. GC brass grip straps and wooden grips. 
G-VGWO&C B/CLR 

568 - 22 S/A REVOLVERS 
Pair of consecutively numbered Rough Rider single ac-
tion .22lr revolvers. 5” Barrels, 6 shot cylinders, black al-
loy frames with some handling marks and wooden grips. 
Includes boxes with .22 Magnum cylinders. VGWO&C B/
CLR 

569 - BERETTA SHOTGUN
Italian Model 120I semi auto shotgun. 18” 12g barrel cyl 
bore with full length 6+1 tube magazine and adjustable 
sights. ExC parkerised metalwork with minor scratching. 
Plastic furniture with pistol grip stock. ExWO&C ELR 

570 - BROWNING A5 SHOTGUN 
Custom browning 12g semi auto shotgun. 25” 12g barrel 
with half choke and vent rib and extended 7R magazine. 
Metalwork has near all refinish. ExC synthetic furniture. 
VGWO&C ALR 

571 - FRANCHI SHOTGUN
Italian pump action 12g shotgun with ½ choke and remov-
able full choke fitted. Magazine with extension fitted. Met-
alwork with most original finish, wooden butt stock with 
synthetic pistol grip and forend. GWO&C ALR 

572 - ESCORT SHOTGUN 
Turkish Hatsan Escort Pump action shotgun. 18” 12g 
threaded barrel with heat sheild, muzzle brake and fiber 
optic foresight. The receiver is fitted with scope rail with 
intergrated ghost ring fiber optic sight. Top folding pistol 
grip stock with shell holders. ExC metalwork and plastic 
furniture. ExWO&C ALR 

573 - WALTHER P1 PISTOL
Ex German Police variant of the P38 pistol. 5” 9mm cal 
barrel with original sights. The slide with Banner logo and 
marked P1 with 79 date etc. Metalwork has near all original 
finish. ExC original plastic grips. Includes extra magazine. 
ExWO&C B/CLR 

574 - S&W PISTOL
US model 439 aluminium frame, semi auto pistol. 4” 9mm 
cal barrel. Metalwork retains near all original blue finish in 
ExC. Checkered wood grip panels are in ExC with S&W 
medallions. The pistol includes original box with extra 8R 
magazine. A fine example for the collector or shooter alike. 
ExWO&C B/CLR 

575 - SPITFIRE PISTOL 
High quality JSL SPITFIRE target semi auto pistol based 
on the CZ pistol. 5” 9mm barrel with compensator. Slide 
with front sight but rear sight removed. Stainless steel frame 
with scope mount and some minor surface scratches. VGC 
rubber grips. Includes extra magazine. VGWO&C B/CLR 

576 - COLT 22 PISTOL
Circa 1990’s US semi auto pistol. 5¼” Stainless bull barrel 
with aftermarket compensator with foresight removed and 
scope base fitted. Stainless steel metalwork without signifi-
cant scratches. Polymer grip and triggerguard VGWO&C 
B/CLR

577 - BERETTA MOD 76 PISTOL 
Italian semi auto target pistol. 5” .22lr cal slab sided barrel 
with adjustable sights. The slide marked Beretta Gardone 
etc. Metalwork has original blued and textured finishes with 
some thinning at the edges. GC original wooden grip with 
some chipping. VG-ExWO&C B/CLR 
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578 - HI STANDARD PISTOL 
US semi auto target pistol. 8” .22lr round bull barrel with 
original sights, slide marked HI-STANDARD MODEL ‘A’. 
Metalwork with dulling blue thinning on the edges and at 
muzzle. GC original grips. GWO&C B/CLR 

579 - UNDERLEVER PISTOL
Custom made modern percussion single shot under lever 
target pistol. 9½” .45 cal octagonal to round barrel and 
marked with makers name J M Wakeling and has near all 
browned finish with blued hammer and trigger guard. ExC 
checkered walnut saw handle grip. ExWO&C B/CLR 

580 - KEA GUN 
Spanish single shot pistol. 12½” .410g barrel with thinning 
blue case coloured action with scattered pin pricking. GC 
wood grips. GWO&C ALR 

581 - KRAG SNIPER RIFLE
Danish model 1889 bolt action sniper rifle. 29”barrel with 
iron sights. Receiver with 1913 M89 and arsenal marks. The 
side magazine has been removed and converted to single 
shot. ExC original sporting style woodwork. VGWO&C 
ALR 

582 - SMLE SPORTER RIFLE 
Sporterised Lithgow NO1 MKIII*. 22” .303 cal barrel with 
iron sights. Receiver with Parker Hale mount most blued 
finish. VGC custom sporting woodwork and cut down mag-
azine. VGWO&C ALR 

583 - SKS RIFLE 
Soviet semi auto rifle. 20” 7x39 cal barrel with original 
sights but with bayonet and lug removed. The receiver with 
ordnance and star markings fitted with Tapco mount and 
Chinese 5R magazine. Metalwork has thinning finish and 
woodwork has been sanded. Includes original dust cover F-
GWO&C ALR 

584 - RUBY 22 RIFLE 
Argentinian copy of the Gervarm semi auto rifle. 20” .22lr 
barrel missing sights. Fitted with 4x32 scope most overall 
blue. FC woodwork and 15R magazine. F-GWO&C 

585 - MARLIN 22 RIFLE 
US Model 60 semi automatic rifle. 22” .22lr cal micro 
groove barrel with original sights and full length tube maga-
zine. Receiver is fitted with a 4x40 scope. Metalwork re-
tains near all original blue. The woodwork is in ExC without 
marks or wear. ExWO&C ALR 

586 - WINCHESTER .22 RIFLE 
US model 250 lever action rifle. 19” .22 cal barrel with 
full length magazine and original sights. Metalwork retains 
most original blue with some staining and pinpricking. 
Wood stocks show wear and handling marks. FWO&C ALR

587 - MOSSBERG SHOTGUN
US Model 190 K-A bolt action shotgun. 25” 16 guage vent-
ed barrel with adjustable poly choke. Metalwork with dark 
grey patina and some stainning. Woodwork in good condi-
tion with some handling marks. Original 2 shot mag and 
approx 160R of 16 guage ammo  included. GWO&C ALR 

588 - CHAMPION SHOTGUN 
Iver Johnson Arms single shot shotgun. 30” 16g cal bar-
rel. Metalwork has dark grey patina with mild staining. GC 
woodwork with minor handling marks. GWO&C ALR

NOTES
We will have an arms officer in attendance for your convenience to arrange permits.
* Pistol Club shooters – If you wish to uplift a pistol on your B license at the auction you will have to bring with you a “pinky” form from your pistol club secretary. 
Otherwise you can arrange to pick up the pistol at a later date.

We will have EFTPOS for your convenience. Note there is often a bank limit on eftpos of $2000. We accept Visa and Mastercard – 3% surcharge will apply for credit 
cards. Sorry we do not accept American Express.

Please bring gun bags and/or lock boxes for transport of firearms from the venue.

POSTAL BIDDERS
We guarantee to get your lots at the lowest possible price having regard to the next highest postal bid, bidding of the floor and any reserves. Send your bids early, if 
two bids are the same the first bid we receive takes preference. Fax or post your bids on the postal bidding form included with the catalogue to the number or address 
below. Payment must be made on receipt of invoice. Do not wait until you get your permits as delay hold up payments to our vendors. Sorry we can not courier to 
post boxes, our courier requires a physical address. International bidders please contact us for an estimate on freight and other charges.

BUYERS PREMIUM
12% Buyers premium on the hammer price applies plus G.S.T on the premium only
POSTAL  REQUIREMENT OF 1993 ARMS ACT
All firearms and ammunition (excluding antique) require a mail order form from a police officer validating your license. This form is forwarded on your behalf to us 
from your local Arms Officer / Police station. Pistols, restricted weapons & military style semi automatics require a permit to procure before delivery

EXPORT – We can export to most countries. Firearms including antique have to be exported via air freight. We have a freight forwarder who can organise this for 
you. An export license will need to be obtained. We charge a $80 fee for our time in organising the export and packaging, The freight forwarder will charge you for 
the NZ export license and the freight for the firearm(s). This is usually charged forward and you will pay this on receiving your goods. The export process can take 
around 4-8 weeks. For an estimate of the export license and freight charges please contact us. NZ G.S.T (VAT/sales tax) is only on the commission / buyers premium 
portion of the items, because this service occurs in New Zealand this must be charged on exports. Items that are not firearms can be sent via NZ postal service and 
will be charged at that rate plus packaging.  Some items with historical significance to New Zealand may not be able to be exported.

CONTACT DETAILS
For information or price guide on lots 
contact Greg Carvell c/- S.A.I Guns 
553 Great South Road. Penrose.
Telephone         +64 9 579-3771
Fax                    +64 9 579-3401
Email                greg@guns.co.nz 
Website             www.gunauction.co.nz 
Postal                P.O Box 112313   
                          Penrose 1642. Auckland. NZ

CONDITION ABBREVIATIONS

ExWO&C    Excellent working order & condition
VGWO&C   Very good working order & condition
GWO&C      Good Working order & condition
ExC              Excellent condition
VGC             Very good conditon
GC                Good condition
FC                 Fair condition
PC                 Poor condition

LICENSE ABBREVIATIONS

ALR       Standard firearms license
BLR       Pistol shooters license
CLR       Collectors license
ELR        Military style semi automatic license
NLR       No license required
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Name:                                                                             (DayTime)

Address:

Credit Card#                                                                                           Exp      /

Signature   Firearms License#
  Prefered Method of payment - tick box: Visa  Mastercard  Cheque 
  Bank Cheque  Pay on pick up Online Banking* 3% surcharge on credit cards



New Postal Bidders: Will need to establish a line of credit by supplying current credit card de-
tails in the space above, you will be given the option to choose your method of payment 

We remind you to get your bids in early, if we receive two bids of the same amount the first one 
received stands. We endevour to get items for you at the lowest possible price.

Email to greg@guns.co.nz or Fax bids by 8pm 2 days prior to the auction (649) 579-3401 
or post to Carvell’s Auctions -P0 Box 112313 Penrose 1642. Auckland. New Zealand. 

(please include your phone number)
Payment to be made within 7 days of receiving your invoice

I agree to the terms and conditions of the auction 
Signature:                                                                      Date:

Lot# Description of Lot Maximum Bid NZ$



CARVELL’S AUCTIONS
STANDARD CONDITIONS OF SALE

1.   Buyers Premium. Buyers will be charged 12% of the hammer price, GST of 15% will be charged on the buyers premium 
only. 

2.  All lots sold as shown & with all faults, imperfections and errors of description. The Auctioneers act as agent: they have 
full discretion to refuse any bidding or to withdraw any lot or lots from the sale without in either case giving any reason: 
neither they nor the vendor are responsible for errors of description or for genuiness or authenticity of any lot or for any 
fault or defect in it and make no warranty. Due to the accurate reproduction of some badges and particularly German, we 
catalogue all such items as they appear to be, this is in line with major auction houses worldwide, it is up to the bidder to 
satisfy himself on any such lots.

3.  The highest bidder to be the purchaser, subject to the Auctioneers having the right to refuse bidding of any person. Should 
any dispute arise as to the biddings the lot in dispute is to be immediately put up for sale again at the preceeding bidding or 
the Auctioneers may declare the purchaser.

4.  No person shall advance less at a bid than the sum to be nominated by the Auctioneer and no bid shall be retracted.

5.  All lots sold subject to the right of the seller or his agent to impose a reserve.

6.  The purchaser to give his name, address, firearms license details and to pay for all lots in full at the conclusion of the sale. 
In default of which matters the lot or lots purchased may be immediately resold.

7.  The lots are at the buyer’s risk from the fall of the hammer and are to be taken away at the buyer’s expense, in default of 
which the Auctioneers will not hold themselves responsible if the same are lost, stolen , damaged or otherwise destroyed, 
but they will be left at sole risk of the purchaser. If the lots are not cleared or paid for, they may be sold immediately without 
prior notice being given to the defaulter.

8.  Firearms Licenses and or appropriate permits must be produced along with receipted invoices prior to delivery of any lot.

9.  Payment: Payment must be made on the day of the auction unless prior organised with Carvells Auctions. Payment of-
tions are Eftpos, Bank Cheque, Cash, Personal Cheques and internet bank transfer by arrangement, the Auctioneers reserve 
the right to request identification in the case of any purchaser not known to the Auctioneers. Credit Cards ie Master Card/
Visa will be accepted, however a 3% service charge will apply. Note the bank often has a limit of around $2000 per day for 
eftpos

10. The Auctioneers cannot be held responsible for any injury or damage to persons or property through attempts to fire any 
firearms which are sold as collectors items only, this also applies to all ammunition.

11.  POSTAL BIDS: Lots will be bought as favourably as allowed by other such bids, bidding on the floor and any reserve. All 
bids must be accompanied by a signed photo copy of your firearms license. Only successfull bidders will be notified. Freight 
and Packing charges incurred will be paid by the successful bidder. We dispatch via Courier, street address or suitable drop 
point, PLEASE NO PO BOXES. We take all care but accept no responsibility. Each package has $1000 insurance limit, also 
applies to items sent by post.

12.  POSTAL BIDDERS: PAYMENT MUST BE MADE ON RECEIPT OF INVOICE, Do not wait until you get your permits, delays 
hold up payment to our vendors.

13.  FIRST TIME BIDDERS will need to establish a line of credit by supplying credit card details.

14.   We accept your bids in good faith however bad debts and change of mind are not acceptable. Recovery of debts will be 
strongly persued through legal channels.

15.   If you are bidding on behalf of another person you are responsible for inspecting the item and payment.

16. Measurements and weights are only an approximate.
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